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The study of nonlinear vibrations of systems having two

degrees of freedom has met considerable attention during the past

few years. Nonlinear symrnetrical systems have received most of it.

Normal mode motion of a system is defined as a periodic mo-

tion such that the masses of the systern assLurre repeated displace-

ments after some interval of time, called the period of oscillation.

In this kind of motion there is a definite relation between the dis-

placements of the masses which is called the modal relation. The

modal line is defined as the locus of all points, in the plane repre-

senting the displacemenls, which set the system in norrnal mode

motion when started from rest. This line passes through the origin
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of the p1ane. Systems vibrating in normal modes have also what is

ca1led the orthogonalily proper ty. That is , the modal relation

curves intersect the total energy line orthogonally.

There exists a type of normal mode which has a straight rnodal

relation. The linear systems belong to it. In this type of rnode the

orthogonality property is used to deterrnine the modal relations and

this in turn enables the equations of motion to be decoupled to form

bwo separate systems, each with a single degree of freedom. This

of course sirnplifies analysis of the system. Generally speaking the

modal relations are not straight and they could be determined eaeily

by nurnerical means. For this purpose an algorithm for deterrnining

the normal rnode motions was developed. The application of the

orthogonality property is also useful when applied to small displace-

ments.

One striking phenomenon

have more norrnal rnodes than

The existence of this excess of

of nonlinear systerns is that they may

the number of degrees of freedom.

modes can be easily detected by

using the orthogonality property.

The stability of systems oscillating in normal modes could be

studied by using Liapounovrs theorem of stability. The total energy

equation of a dynamical system is a Liapounov function. The idea of

the modal phase plane, which is a plol of the total energy line and



the modal line, is introduced. This helps in deducing the stability of

norrnal modes. The concepts of singularilies in this plane are

defined.

The rnathernatical procedure for determining the norrnal modes

was applied to an air spring system with bwo degrees of freedom. An

experimental apparatus was constructed to compare the theoretical

and the experirnental results. This comparison showed fair agree-

ment.

The forced rnotion of the air spring system was studied experi-

mentally. Over some range of the exciting frequency two resonances

appeared. Each one corresponds to one normal rnode. The results

showed that the system eventually oscillates essentially in norrnal

modes when the exciting frequency is equal to a natural frequency of

the sys tern.
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NORMAL MODES IN NONLINEAR NONSYMMETRICAL
SYSTEMS WITH TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM,

AND APPLICATIONS TO AiR SPRINGS

INTRODUC TION

Normal mode motion is a property of all conservative systems

having rnore than one degree of freedom. It is defined as a periodic

motion for each mass in the system, with each mass having the same

period. In other words the magnitude of the displacement of each

mass is repeated after a period of tirne. U these displacernents are

designated by Xi, then, x.(t) = x.(u + T). 'When a systern oscillates

in a normal mode there is a definite relation behreen the displace-

rnents, called the rnodal relation. This rneans one displacernent will

determine the others. The nature of this relation depends mainly on

the characterislics of the springs in the system. Systems oscillating

in norrnal modes have an important properly which is called the

orthogonality property. This is according to the fact that the modal

I
relation curve^ is orthogonal to the total energy line (or surface) at

rnaxirnurn displacements. For a given systern it is possible to find

initial displacements of different magnitudes which set the systern in

normal rnode motion when it starts frorn rest. In the plane (or space)

I Th" modal relation
rnodal relation in the plane

curve is the curve which represents the
(or space) of the displacements.



representing the displacements, lhe line passing through these points

is called the modal line.

The characteristic of a spring is defined as the relation bebween

the spring restoring force rrSil and the spring extension rrqrr. The

spring is linear when S is proportional to q. The spring is non-

linear when S is a rnore complicated function of g, i.e. S = S(9).

If this function is arbitrary then the spring is nonlinear nonsymmetri-

cal. It is called nonlinear syrnmetrical if this function is odd, that

is S(-g) = - S(q). A system is called linear, nonlinear syrnrrretrical

or nonlinear nonsymmetrical if all Uhe springs in it have the corre-

sponding characteristic. Sorne systems might have springs with

different characteristics. In this case they are identified according

to the springs.

For linear systems the concept of normal modes is well defined.

A normal mode can be identified by an eigen vector in the Euclidian

space, the number of coordinates of which depends on the number of

degrees of freedom. For dual rnode systems this vector can be

represented in the planar coordinates and the relations between the

two modes can always be interpreted geometrically. A general solu-

tion is forrned as a linear combination of all the rnodes. This is a

property of the linear systems which is not shared with the nonlinear

system. The reason is that the superposition theorern cannot be

applied to the latter.



The study of norrnal modes is of significant importance. A.ry

system, linear or nonlinear, when subjected to exciting periodic

external forces, exhibits amplitudes of oscillation which are large

when the frequency of lhese forces is near one of the natural fre-

quencies. Resonance occurs when they are the same. The system

eventually oscillates essentially in the normal mode corresponding

to the resonance frequency.

Nonlinear syrnmetrical systems, particularly those which have

the duffing type characteristics, have been given considerable atten-

tion during the past years. Several approximation methods have

been used for solving the equations of motion of this class. For

instance, the rnethod of one term sinsoidal approximation wilh

graphical procedure for solving the amplitude equations (5), succes-

sive sinsoidal approximations (20), Ritz averaging method (I) and

others are applied.

Among the normal modes of dynamical systems is a class

which is characlerized by straight modal relations. The linear sys-

tem belongs to this class. This class is defined for the two-degree-

of-freedom systems discussed in (Il, p. 594-503) and recently by the

work of Rosenberg (17) and (I8). The definition of this class was ex-

tended to systerns with several degrees of freedorn by Rosenberg (19).

In this case the modal lines are straight lines which coincide with the

rnodal relation curves and intersect the surface (or line, for two



degrees of freedom) of total energy orthogonally. This class of nor-

mal modes is simple to analyze and the equations of motion can be

decoupled to forrn separate systems with one degree of freedom.

In general the modal relations are not straight and the problem

of finding the normal modes is difficult. In this situation nurnerical

solutions are effective and yield satisfactory results, especially with

the availability of high speed computers.

Nonlinear nonsyrnrnetrical systems are an important class in

the study of nonlinear vibrations. It is the object of this work to

stimulate such study and to present a method for finding the normal

rnode motion. An algorithm has been developed and shown to be an

effective tool for the study of nonlinear vibrations.

Concepts of stability of nonlinear nonsymrnetrical systems are

difficult to study by ordinary methods since numerical techniques are

used for determining the solution. Useful information can be obtain-

ed by using Liapounovts theorem of stability. This gives rise to the

development of the modal phase plane for the study of the stability of

the normal modes of systerns with two degrees of freedorn.

The mathematical rnodel outlined in the present work has been

applied on a two-degree-of-freedom air spring systern. One of the

reasons for choosing this is that lhe air spring has nonsymmetrical

characteristics. It was also possible to build an experimental

apparatus to cornpare the theoretical results. Also, air springs
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have sorrre practical irnportance. They have mel considerable atten-

tion during the past ten years as they are used for vibration isolators,

as suspension system in the automotive industries and in many other

fields. It has been shown that they can effect low natural frequencies

and other advantages. The system has been constructed to represent

the essential features of an actual mounting, for example, an auto-

rnobile suspension.
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I. NONLINEAR

Equations of rnotion

NONSYMME TRICA L SYS TEMS

Figure l. A two-degree-of -freedorn system

The systern, in general, consists of two rnasses whose rnagni-

tudes are arbitrary, coupled together with a coupling spring with

charac teristic Sr(e) where q denotes spring extension. Each

mass is connected to an infinite rnass, or a rigid boundary, by an

anchor spring S, (e) and Sr(e) as shown in Figure I. S. (q),

(i = 1,2,3), are considered nonlinear in this text. They are syrn-

metrical if S,(g) - - S, (-q); otherwise they are nonsymmetrical.
1- 1 -

The characteristics S, are continuous functions of the real variable

q and are defined over sorle closed interval. With this property,

and according to W"eierstrass I approxirnation theorern, I th.se func-

tions can be represented by polynornials. This is pursued in a later

sec tion.

I Th. theorern states that a continuous function of a real
variable, defined in a closed interval, may be approxirnated arbi-
trarily closely by rneans of a polynornial (23, p. 4L4l..



The displacements of the masses at any time t are denoted by

x(t) and y(t), positive in the direction to the right.

The kinetic energy of the systern is given by:

, ?- .2.Tu=i(mt*-*rri-l

The potential energy is given by

Lagrangets equation, with the absence of external forces, is

But

u =oJ-r,(e)de *of'-"sr(e)oo *of 

"r(e)dq.

*(;d+#=o
. /""\A \a;./ = *r*

d /a'.\

# = s1(*)-sz(y-*)

# = sr(y-*1 +sr(r).

The equations of motion then read
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rn-ii + S, (") - S-(y--) - 0I l' z'
(r.l)

m -y + S^ (y-x) + s- (y) - 0.z' z" '3''

A sornewhat rnore general forrn of these equations is

i - F(x, y)

(1. 2)

i = G(x, y)

where in the above case

Z. Existence and uniclueness of the -solutions

The system of equations (1.2) can be put in the form of four

first order differential equations. In general these equations read

F(x,y)=-*;sr(x) -sr(r-x) = t#

G(x,y) = -},sr(v-x) +sr(v)= t#

*, = 1. (xl ,xu,xr,x4l | = 7 , z, 3, 4.

In detail, they are

ir=*z

*, = F(xr, xr)

(2. Ll

x=x34
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*n = G(xr, xU)

where

-l=xand-3=y.

If the functions ,r(*,, xZ,x3,x4) in equations (2. I) satisfy a

Lipschitz condition in sorne small domain D (i.e. there exist positive

constants Kr, and p such that for every pair of points {-ro, *ro,
oo.*3 , *4 ) and (*r,*r,x3,x4) in D

i - L ,2,3,4

whenever l*rr, - *rr, I a r, ) and if tr(*r, xr,x',x4l are real-valued

continuous functions on

I t- to | :", | *rr, -xm I :*,

there exists one and only one set of solutions for a given initial con-

dition in the interval

lr_rol:h,

where h is equal to the smaller of a and 4 , a.rd Mt is the
M

upper bound of

I tr(*, ,xr,xt'x4l l'

A detailed discussion of this theorem could be found, for instance,

in (25, p. l7).

4

I r.t"i ,*l ,*ro,*no) - f.(xr ,*2,*3,*n) I . ) ** l*rr, - *-ro 
I

rn= I
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It follows frorn the above that if the functions fi satisfy the two

conditions of the preceding paragraph at every point of sorne region

R, D belonging to R, then it is possible to find a unique solution for

this system in R for a given initial condition. Thus, if the functions

f. are of Class Cl in R, there exists a unique solution for the sys-
1

tern of equations (25, p. 31.

3 . Concept of norrnal rnode s

i. General considerations. A system is said to be oscillating

in a normal mode when the masses assurne the sarne displacements

after some tirne T; T is called the period of oscillation of the mode.

By definition, then, a necessary and sufficient condition for the sys-

tern given by equations (1 .Zl to oscillate in normal mode is that

x(r)

v(r)

For one period there is a

y(t) which is a consequence of

x(t + T)

y(t + r).

fixed relation between x(t) and

the above condition, that is

(3. 1)

y = Q(x), { a sirrgle valued function.

This relation is called the rnodal relation. The nature of this rela-

tion depends upon whether the systern is linear or nonlinear. For a
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linear system it is well known that this relation is linear (10, p. 155);

that is

For nonlinear systerns this relation is not linear in general although

there is, as will be pointed out later, what is called the straight

modal relation (17). For this class of nonlinear systems the bound-

ary condition Q(0) = 0 is imposed. This rneans that the two masses

will pass through the equilibrium position at the same time.

There is one rnore property which systems oscillating in nor-

rnal modes possess. This property can be easily visualized after

changing the variables in equations (1.1) by putting

qr=\F

qz = \fi-7.

The rnodal relation is qZ = r.|l (et), and the equations of motion,

then, read

(3. z)

v
x

I
is

.. I
Y,r Vrn-I " 

(-"

'\V'\

'.(ft
). +)l

(+l

trG

ft) so='2 q
energyand the potential given by



t4

qt
----N*r

qt

V*t
clz o,Z

u- t0"

by

C \f,;"S,(q)dq+ \ ', o,
Cilm

sr(s)as + ^J 
'vrrrz 

sr(s)de.-0"

Obviously the right hand side of equations (3.2') are the partial

derivatives of U with respect to ql and qZ respectively, i. e. ,

q, = .-
I

oU(qr,qr)

8q,

ou(qr,qr) 
=ojz

uo, to t'9?.1

- urr(er'e,)

(3. 3)

The total potential lines are represented in the gt - 9Z plane

where U is an arbitrary constant. The
o

given by

qr

Uqz

The slope of the modaL relation curve

(3.4)

slopes of these lines are

Qz = { (er) is given bY

u (er, er) =

U

oe.- az
--=--o9r qr

The extrernes of the modal relation curve represent the initial
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conditions which, with zero

the norrnal mode motion, i.
a,
-?- at t - 0 is not defined.
91

rule is applied

initial ve loc itie s , will

e. q(Ol = qz(O) - 0.
dq,

To obtain t' ^t91

sr(o) qz(o)

il6i = a,tor '

U
qz

= Ii-'ql

set the system into

This shows that

f = 0, LrHospitalrs

or.-

d9, l, =0

From (3.3)

(3. 5)

By cornparing (3.5) and the slope of (3.+1 it is seen that the rnodal

relation curve e, = { (e, ) intersects the line of total energy

g(gt, ez) = Uo orthogonally. This is called the orthogonality prop-

erty of the normal rnodes and has quite irnportant consequences. It

can be used with linear systerns as well as nonlinear systerns having

straight modal relations to find the relations between the two dis-

placemenLs. Once these relations are found, the equations of motion

can be decoupled to form bwo separate equations, each representing

a single-degree-of-freedc,m systern. FIowever, this advantage can-

not be used in cases where the rnodal relations are not straight. I'or

this situation the problem is rather difficult and other considerations

should be used.

Or., 
I

oo, l,= o
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ii. Linear systems. As was stated by Rosenberg (I7)

In the linear system the normal modes are given through the
eigenvalues, and the latter are the roots of the characteristic
equation. If the roots are distinct, one distinct eigen vector is
attached uniquely to each eigenvalue, i.e. the former are
defined by means of the latter. In fact, finding the normal
modes is always preceded by finding the eigenvalues. The fact
that the straight modal relation intersects the potential line
orthogonally was used, and with the help of the maximum and
minimum properties the modal relation is established.

The orthogonaliLy property could be used in a different simpler

way yielding the sarne results.

For a linear system with bwo degrees of freedorn the potential

energy is given in a general form by (I0, p. 184)

u = * (Kt,q r' r r*rz9t9z + xrrerzl

and the kinetic energy T", for two equal masses is given by

."= ? (i,2 + Qr'|.

The variables ql and qZ need not be changed because the two

rnasses are equal.

The slope of the tangent to the potential line is given by

U
q1

=U
qz

K o *K o
I I ',l lZ',Z

K o +K oLZ'I ZZ'Z

The slope of the norrnal lo this tangent is
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U
qz KtzQtrKzzgz

uo, - Kl t9t + Ktzgz

The rnodal relations are straight lines passing through the origin and

each has a slope given above. The equation of these lines is given by

or

9z-o Ktzgt *Kzziz

E-f = Kllqr +Ktz%

(*,, - *rrlerez rKt,le! - {l - o. (3.5)

Solving this equation simultaneously with the total potential equation

U = U will yield four roots. These four points represent the initial
o

displacernents which, together with zero initial velocities, set the

systern in normal rnode rnotion. Since the equation of the total

energy is an ellipse, it is expected that each pair of points lies on one

line, which is either the rnajor or the minor axis of the ellipse. The

modal relations could be found easily by setting

ql = rcos0

qZ = r sin0.

Substituting in 13.11 then,

(^,, *rr) sin 0 cos 0 * Ktzlsinze - .o"ze1 = o
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then

2K,,
tan Z0 = K -Ktr z2

(3.71yields fwo values for 0 which differ by

rnodal relations are given by

^rrl 
sin 20 - KrZcos 20 = 0

o:t' =' *.rtrof')

,!:) = ,.n(or*;,01"

*(Ki I -

(z.t1

1T

z' Therefore the

These are exactly the same results obtained in (10, p. 185).

The same idea can be applied to nonlinear systems which have

straight rnodal relations. This is done in the next article (3-iii).

iii. Straight rnodal relations in nonlinear systerns. It was

mentioned before that there exists a class of norrnal modes which

have a linear relation between the displacernents. This class fre-

quently occurs in syrnrnetrical systerns and in sorne special cases

of non-symmetrical systems. In this case

_zdo r1

= Q.

dqt

The equations of rnotion given by (:. 3) are
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qi - unr,or,or,

Az = ,or(c,, or).

After eliminating the tirne variables they could

(I l, p. 594-603\,

be written in the forrn

(3. 9)

0 and hence equation

_zdo,)
z(u - u) ---* =o-L dq,

t

d9, ,Jqql[-*

1,,,
uztz

[.eJ
tr'or the straight modal relations

1:. f ) becomes

AUq

_zo9t

do'zq
do,2

=do'l

AU
=8o,Z

U
qz

UqI

But since the slope of the potential lines is given by, (c.f. art 3-i),

Uqt
-U

qz

one concludes that the straight modal relation intersects all the total

energy lines orthogonaliy. Each point on lhis line represents initial

displacements which would cause the system to oscillate in a normal

mode if it starts from rest. Any line which has this property is
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called a rnodal line. It follows, in this case, that the modal line

and the modal relation curve coincide.

For any nonlinear systern, and for sufficiently small initial

displacements the rnodal relation curves are arbitrarily close to

straight lines passing through the origin. In this case the system is

considered to have straight modal relations. Hence, as was pointed

out recently, the modal lines and the modal relation curves coincide.

Therefore the modal lines must pass through the origin.

Systems with straight modal relations, then, have the modal

line and modal relation curve given by

qz = "l9l

where c, is the slope of the line.
I

The application of the orthogonality property is important. It

leads to the problem of solving a pair of simultaneous equations in

the initial displacernents. The number of roots satisfying these lwo

equations depends on their order. For example, in the case of a

linear system these equations are of the second order, and the

number of roots is four. Thege roots are real, each pair lying on

one modal relation curve. tr.or nonlinear systems these two equa-

tions are in general of order higher than bwo. It is exPected that

for n!! order equations that there will be 2n roots. It is a well-

known fact that the complex roots occur in pairs" This rneans
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the number of real roots is even. For a system with bwo degrees of

freedom the minirnum number of real roots is four. Then, according

to the above discussion, there is a possibility that the real roots

could exceed four and in this case the nurnber of norrnal rnodes may

exceed the number of degrees of freedom. This fact has been shown

to be possible by the work of R. .M. Rosenberg ('18). In'this respect

the study of small oscillations of nonlinear systems is quite useful

in giving an idea how the systern rnight behave regarding norrnal

rnodes,

By finding the modal relations the eq.uations of rnotion can be

decoupled to form separate single-degree-of -freedorrr systems. The

amplitude frequency response for each normal mode can then be

found by a single quadrature. If the characteristics of the springs

are, for instance, polynomials of the third order the problem re-

duces to a complete elliptic integral of the first kind.

iv. Curved modal relations. For a general class of two-

degree-of-freedom systems, the modal relations are, in general,

not straight lines. In this case the modal relations rrlust satisfy

equation (3.9) together with the boundary conditions which define

normal modes. The solution of this differential equation is

expected to be troublesome, even by numerical means, particularly

in cases with high nonlinearity. In addition, the boundary conditions
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are rnixed. However, the problern could be approached with a much

simpler way which leads to satisfactory results. It has been rnen-

tioned before that a necessary and sufficient condition for the system

to oscillate in normal modes is that the displacernents assurne the

same values after a period of time T. If this condition is satisfied,

then the other two conditions (the orthogonality property and the

unique relation between x and y) are automatically satisfied. It

is necessary of course, first of all, to check the existence of the

solution in the region of interest R on the light of section 2.

4, Algorithrn for the determination of the normal mode.

In this section an algorithrn for determining the modal lines

and rnodal relation curves for any nonlinear systern is outlined.

Given a pair of simultaneous differential equations represent-

ing the motion of a dynarnical system

i = F(x,y)
(t. zl

y = G(x, y)

and the initial conditions

x(0) = xo

y(o) = yo

i<(o; = 9

i'(o) = o,
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it is required then to find a solution for this system subject to the

boundary conditions

x(t)=x(t+T)
(r. t)

y(t)= y(t+r).

lntegrating equations (1.2) twice with respect to the tirne t one gets

(4. 1)

By applying the initial conditions, then

.l = "3 = Q

and

"2, = *o

t4 = Yo

and equations (4. l) read

* = 
of 

'u, 
of 

'"[*,r,, y(E)] aE + "1, * "z

y - .lt o, .f 'o[*(E), y(g)] aE + crr * cn.
oJ oJ

, = oJ'o, o.f 
'olx(E), v(g)l dg * Yo

of n\
x = \ a,, \ r[x(t), y(g)] dg * *o

oJ oJ

Consider the integral
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,, = 
of 

t 
orof '"Ix(E), v(E)] aE.

Integrating the right hand side by parts

r, = ,Jn"[*,r,, y(€)]., 
l, 

-of ', * J' "Ix(6), 
y(E)] ar

- t It"t*(E), v(€)] aE - ftr"[*(n), y(n)] dn
Io' o'

nt
= \ (t-n) FIx(n), y(q)l dn.

o'

By the sarne way

tt u, In o[*(E),y(E)] a€ = f 
t,r-q)clx(n), 

y('r)ldn.t' =oJ o' o'

Therefore equations (4. l) take the forrns

nt
x(t) = \ fr- n) F[*(n), y(n)] dn + *o

OJ

. (4. zl
AL

y(t) = \ tr- n) c[*(n), yt,i)] dr + yo.
0'

Upon applying the boundary conditions (:. t1, there is no loss of

generality if t is set to equal zero, that is

x(0) = x(T)

v(0) = y(T).
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Substituting these in equations (4. 2), then

cT*o = 
oJ 

(T - q) F [*(n), y(n)] dn * xo

(4. 3)

CTJ = \ (T - n) G [*(n), y(q)] dn = O.?ou

For a given value of T equations (4. 3) are two sirnultaneous horno-

genous integral equations in x(t) and y(t).

rTyo = 
oJ 

(T - n) c [x(q), y(n)] dq * yo

rTJ, = oJ 
(T - q) r.[*(n), y(q)] dr = O

The solution of these two integral equations is expected to be

tedious. However the problern could be rnuch sirnplified if the equa-

tions of motion (1.2) are used together with (4.3). The displacernents

x and y are functions of tirne and initial displacements as is seen

from equations (4.?,\. In other words if *o and yo are defined,

then thedisplacernents of both rnasse,s are determined at any tirne.

Upon using the differential equations with (4.3) they reduce to two

simultaneous equations in *o, yo and T,

i. e.
J, = Jl (xo, Yo, T) = Q

J, = Jz(*o' Yo' T) = Q'
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Because of the complexity of the above two equations it aPPears

that the simplest way to solve them is by numerical rneans.

. From physical reasoning, if a normal mode motion exists, the

equations ,r(*o, yo, T) - 0 and ,r(*o, Yo, T) - 0 have a double

root at the poin! t"- 
t, 

y-t) for lhe period T'. That is the curveso -o

J- = Q and J^ = 0 touch each other at that point. This can beIZ
shown formally as follows.

It is shown in (13, p. 49) that the two equations f(x,y) = 6 and

g(x, y) = 0 have a multiple root at (*o, yo) if

-0 at (x ,y )o -o
obx

f. f.xy

E"

where f* denotes the partial derivativ" #
equations (4.31. Suppose that for a given Tt

I

yo which satisfy (4.3). Expanding J,. and

of ": and vf, ,.gtecting second and higher

etc. Now consider the

I

there exist x and
o

t, in the neighborhood

order derivatives

Jr(*o * h, r: + k) = ,r(*o,vjt +r+ 
l,-

, *k
'Yo) 'Yo)*1,-"

ll
J^(x *h,y +k)Z'o 'to

lt is clear that

= J, (xo, yo )

OJ,

,rl,* 
,. d

aJl-'d1,.

t

o

I

o

tl
(x ,y )o -o

ll
J, (xo' Yo) = Jr(xo' Yo) = 0.
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J, and J, have a double or a multiple root if

D=

oJ, u',
a" A"o 'o

0t, 0J:-

Ex Evo 'o

= e "tt-',yly

The point (xo, yo) lies on the modal line. For nonlinear sys-

tems the period of oscillation T varies for different points on that

line, that is T(xo, yo).

al line isthe rnod

a
-l--'av

'o

T-

ional derivative along

a a*ol
- 

- -lT' D*o AT 
k*',o,rj)

So the direct

al
u, lr=

8v'o

'Yo)
ar I(*o

initial displacements

ge ts

I

l,rl(* ,y )o -o

14.41

tl
(x ,y )o -o

where T is the period that corresponds to the

tt
xandv.o 'o

operating a I

E lr= ,' 
on 

', 
and t, one

ur, I or, a*o | ,r, oro

urlt=T' a" ar l{*o,ro) 
* ,% dr

,r, I ut.- ,"o | ,r, DYo

arlr=C= u"" Fl{*o,vo) - u% aT
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I

l" =r'

f ' " [*(n), v(r)] dn

nT
.=+ \tt-,i) Flx(n)

T=Tt aroJ'

= (T'- ,r) e[*(l), y(l)

ur,
AT

o - ;{ ;+1,*",,", + ;;: ,}[*",,o,

, y(r)l dn

,1, 
=,,

=oJ' F [*(n), y(n)] d'r

= i(r)=o
(since the initial veloc ity is zerol.

By the same way it is seen that

, t,
AT ,= 0

T=T

Therefore equations (4.4) take the form

A J Bx
A- I o

a" -af
C)

", 
oYo

(xo,yo) 
+ u% 

"
tl

(x ,y )o -o

0x Dv
For nonlinear systems a+ and # are non zero. Therefore the

determinant
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D-

o', u"
A" A"o 'o

o tr, o t,
Dx Dvo 'o

- 0 at (xo, yo)

This implies that Jt and ,, have at least a double root at (x',yo)'

This fact has some practical importance. According to the

error"I irr..ol.red in the computations, it is possible that Jl = 0 and

JZ= O will either not intersect at all or overlap resulting in two

points of intersections. Both cases will lead to false results.

To avoid this situation it is possible to rnake use of the foIlow-

ing hypo the s is :

If F and G are of class CZ and a root (xo, Yo) of F and

G[i. e. F(xo,yo) = 6(xo,yo) = 0J is a double root, then it is possible

to find that root by solving for

H=oand#-o'
where T = T(x,y), provided that at least one of

I
^ I'or every numerical procedure there are three kinds of

errors involved, namely
i - The truncation error is the error in the forrnula that

represents the exact solution. This error decreases with
decreasing the interval length h.
ii - The propagation error is that which is carried through

every interval. It increases with increasing the number of
intervals. That is increases with decreasing h.
iii - Rounding off error.
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azr. azc---- and ----1.
ar' ar'

does not vanish at the root. Otherwise there is a triple or a higher

order root.

Proof

Consider the two equations

F(x, y) = (x-*o)z r, {*, y) r (x-xo)(r-ro) f.r(x,y) + (y-yo \z f.rl*,y) = 0

G(x, y) = 1*-*o)z BI(*,y) + (x-xo l(v-v)zr(x, y) + (y-yo\2g.(x, y) = 0

which have a double root at (*o, yo).

Along the line T = T(x,y),

H = 
[*-*., '*+ 2(x-xo)rr + (y-yo lrz+ (x-xo)(v-vo) * r

(v-vo)z*] #- F--",' +- (x-xo) rv'v"tft +

(x-xo)r, +(y-yotz + - zrv-v"rr] H

#= E--",t * 
- z(x-xo) Br + (y-yo I err(x-xo)(r-vo) * -

$-v otz Hr] # - F-*",' + - (x-xo) B, +

(x-xo)(v-vo) *-(v-vo\z #- z(y-yot-] *
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It is clear that ffi and # have a common root at (*o,Yo) and it

could be determined by solving the above bwo equations simultaneous-

ly.

Let

# = P(x'v) - o

# = Q(x,y) - o.

P(xo, yo) = P(xo, yo) = o.

Now h and k exist if and only if

Q(x, y

= P(x
o

= Q(x
o

Expanding P(x, y) and

P(xo * h, yo * k)

Q(x +h,y +k).o -o

)i,

Yol

Yol

the neighborhood of (*o, yo)

* n #1,*o,ro,* - Hl,*o, ro,

* n # 1,*o, ro,* 
,. #1,*", r",

p=

To show that this last

oP= azr
ar aTz

aQ = azc
aT aTz

AP AP
A" Ay

AQ AQ
Dx 0y

{ o at (xo, yo) .

inequality is satisfied, note that

AP 0x AP 0Y=- Ex AT 0y AT

aQ 8x + aQ 8Y , , r= 8* ar + ay ar ar (xo'Yo)'
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As long as #
does not vanish

- 8vand AT are non zero

if one of

azr azc
--' and
8T" aT-

at (xo, yo) it is clear that D

does not vanish and the hypothesis is proved.

To apply this for the system under investigation, it was

pointed out that the period T depends on the initial displacements,

i. e. T = T.(xo, yo).

It was also shown that

-0

*1,*'",r1,= o '

Therefore

ur, 
I

a r l(xo, yo)

and

u! 
=AT

EJ,

,f -0 have a root at (xo, yo).

To find this root it is necessary to check the nonvanishing of

e ithe r u", u",

-orTc
ar" aro
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AJ ^T
# = oJ 

F[*(r), v(,'r)] d'r

AJ nT

=: = \ c [*(,r), y(r)] d,r .
oL 

0J
Hence

u' ,,

aTz r r 
- F[*',yo] = i(ol

(x ,y )o -o

u'rrl , ,

;" 1,*o, ro, 
= c [*o,Yo] = v(o)'

Obviously *(0) and f (01 do not vanish. Hence it is possible to find
ltt

the root (x ,y ) for the period T by solving sirnultaneously theo'o
bwo equations

AJ. NT
r- = J = \ F[*(r),y(r)]dr = Q-l ar 

oJ

AJ NT_z(T - 
-= 

\ G["(rr),y(l)]dl = Q'z aT oJ

(4.51

This is physically correct because the terms I, and ,, represent

the velocities at the end of one oscillation which rnust be zero,

The algorithm for solving these two equations is sirnple but

involves lengthy calculations. But with the availability of rnodern

high speed computers one can appreciate the effectiveness of this

algorithrn. An iteration technique is used and is described as follows:
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a. The period T (T has a given value) is divided to n equal

intervals each of length t - f . The end points of the intervals are

designated by l, Z, ..., nt I and the displacements at these points

are indicated by x(j) and y(j), j = L, Z, ..., n* I' The choice of h

depends on the method used for Lhe solution of the differential equa-

tions. The restrictions on h are discussed in appendix I.

b. The initial dispJ"acernenLs x(t) and y(1) are given sorne values

as a first approxirnabion.

c. With x(I) and y(l) the bwo differenti.al equations (l - 2) ate

solved nurnerically using the central difference rnethod (5, p. I18-

L26!.. This rnethod is divided into bwo parts,

i. Calculations of starting values

ii. The main calcuLations

For the starting values, according to the absence of the

velocity exclusively from the equations of motion, it is sufficient to

calculate onI'y one point x(Zl and y(Z\ using x(I) and y(1). The

values f ["(j), yU)] and G ["U), yU)] are designated by F(j) and

GU) respectively.

The formulas
IZxlz)= x(r)+| F(I)

Z

y(2) = y(r) +}- G(t)
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are used as predictors, and the formuias

For the main cal"culations, the predictors have the forms

x(zl = x(t) + t'l;F(t) + -1- (F(z) - F(I))l

y(z) = y(t) + t,zl+G(r)+f tctrl - G(l))l

are correctors. The convergence of x(.2) and y(Zl is assured by

the choice of h as ls shown in appendi,x 1.

x(j) = zx(i-l) - x(j-z\ +hz tF(j-r) ++ (FU-zl - I-U-1))l

y(j) - zy(i-r) . vU z) | t,2 lcU-1) + # ," U-z) - GU-I))l

and the correctors a::er

x(j) = zxlj-r) - x(j- 4 + hz tF(j-t)++(F(j)-zFu-l)+F(j-z))l

yu) = zv$-r ) - y(j- 4 * n2lG(.,'- 1) +# (G(j)- zG(j-I )+G(j-z))l

j=3,4,"',n*l

d. The values of the integratrs I, and ,, are evaluated by Sirnp-

sont s rule (13, p. tZ0). Since Simpsonr s rule uses the ordinales of

three points with hvc intervals, th;-s requ'i,res that n be even. The

values F(j) and GU) are ca.[culated at each point, thu.s,

n/z
,, = * I IF(zi-r)+4F(zi) +F(zi+r)]

i='l
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nlz
r:^ = h t fc(zi-r)+4c(zi) +G(zi+r)1.Z3L

i= I

The error in Simpsonr s rule is given in the interval (i-1, i+ I) by

(l 3, p. l2ll,

h5F(4)
-="1 90

h5c(4)
"z = - * -

where I'(4) and G(4) are the fourth derivatives of F and G with

respect to time at sorne point between (i-l) and (i + l).

The fourth derivatives can be calculated nurnerically at any

point using the finite differences. Frorn (I3, p. I28)

h4F(4) = [FU+4) - 4F(j+3) + 6FU+z) - 4F(j+1) + r.(j)]

h4G(4) = [G(j+4) - 4G(j+3) + 6c(j+z) - 4G(j+l) + c(j)] .

Thus the values for ,, and ,, are given by

rL IZ

,, = t I Ir(zi-r) + 4r'(zi) + F(zi+r)] - $ I"trt+3) -
i= I

4r(2i+3) + 5F(2i+t) - 4F(2i) + F(zi-i)l
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nlz
r - 

h T f /-t1: 1\ J- ,i. 11.:\ r /-il?;rl\'l -Itr= i L IG(zi-rlr + 4G(2i) + G(zi+t)l - i Ic(zi+a) -
i=1

 G(ZL+Z| + 6G(2i+I) - 4G(zi) + G(zi-I)1.

Now if the chosen values of x(l) and y(I) are the correct

ones, the values of ,, and l, are approximately zero. Obviously

this will not happen, and to get better values I, and ,, are expand-

ed in the neighborhood of x(I) and y(l)

I, Ix(l)+eo,y(l)*oyo] = o = rr[:r(I),y(l)] *o*o #,*6Yo#,
(4.61

Dr, dTz
IrIx(l)+a:<o,y(l)+ayo]= 0=IJx(l),y(l)l+eo ffi * lYo S,1rl

It is required to find o*o and oYo which will give x(1) and y(l)

better approximations. The values of IrIx(l), y(1)] and

IrIx(t), y(1)] have already been calculated'

D It or, o rt ,tr,
a<rl'ETTJ' ay(l)r ?no ami

can be easily calculated as follows:

Set r
x(I) = x(1) + h,

t
v (l) = v(1)

ll ll

and calculate t, and ,, as before. Therefore
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o', tr-',
a"(I) = 

\

o'r, 
'')- 

t 
r,

t;ITi = ta '

0I,. 0t,
;rtrl and afrl can be obtained with the same way by setting

ily (I) = y(l) + hz

*"(r) = x(1).

An exact derivative could be obtained if ht and n, approach zero.

But for the nurnerical estirnations of these derivatives one should be

very careful in selecting values for h, and nZ in order to avoid

the round off error.

Having determined the derivatives, the values of o*o and

Ay can be calculated from equations (4- 51.,o

The new values of the initial displacements, given by

x (l) = x(I) + axo

y (l) = y(l) + ayo,

are used again as an approximation to get closer values for the

initial displacements. When the changes in x(t) and y(I) are

within the permissible error e, the procedure ends and the solutions
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are obtained. The period T is changed by aT and lhe values of

x(I) and y(I) of the previous calculation are used as first approxi-

mation and so on.

5. The general class system

In section I the restoring forces of the springs in the dynami-

caI systern are assurned Lo be continuous functions in sorne closed

interval. It was mentioned a1so, according bo W'eirstrassr approxi-

rnation theorem, bhat these functions may be represented by poly-

nornials. In this respect the spring characteristics can take the

forms

Where a., b. and c. are arbitraty constants and n, I and s are
11 1

integer s .

n
\-iS,(q) = ) a.q

l-L-l
i= I

!.risr(e) = L bie
i=1

S

.\.is^(q) = ) c, q
3- L 1

i=I

The equations of motion can, then, be written in the form
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-1* =

*zi =

b. (y-*)'

"rr'

I

S

TL
i= I

n!.
\ ".*t*Y1-LL
i= I i-

!.

- T b.(v-*)i -
L 1-

i= I

i+I
v

(5. r)

15.21

The potential energy is also given by

.!.. b.-f *(v-*)i*1
i= I

-i*
i= I

n
d-u=) fr*t*'

i= I

*l=*z

u, = i [i, ",*', -,i, o,'*, --,'l

Equations (5. I ) may be put in the form

polynomials in -i

*3= *4

f r " Ii,^=! I I br(*r-*,,t-i.r";l+ ^z Li=r i=r J

or, lrrore compactly, *. = f.(x.) i, j = 1,2,3,4.

The right hand sides of these equations, f ., are

in the region R. It follows that

af'

#
1
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are continuous in R. Therefore the Lipschitz condition is satisfied

and the existence and uniqueness of the solution for the system is

as s ured.

To apply the algorithrn for finding the norrnal modes it will be

helpful to examine rnore closely the structure of the system. In

other words it is necessary to know where to begin and how to pro-

c eed.

It has been shown that the modal line must pass through the

origin of the x-y plane. Also, for srnall displacernents, the system

could be considered'1r.r""" if the linear terrns in the spring char-

acteristic are present. tr'rom here it is possible to get useful

information to start with.

For small displacements, by neglecting terrns with higher

degrees than the first, equations (5. l)may be written in the form

- (at +br)x+b1y

^zi = bI- - bt +cr)v.

After changing the variables the above equations read

I U ,h. linear terms are not included, the orthogonality
property is sti1l used by assuming sufficiently srna11 initial dis-
placements. In this case the system is considered to have straight
modal relations as was pointed out in article (3-iii).

*I- =



4?,

it =

(a, +br)

rn
I

b
I

b
I

o__ T--: q_r V*l*Z L

(b, +cr)
o--I 

^Z '2o='z F,
where

The equation of

is

9, = {rn, x

92= {m, v

the straight modal lines which pass through the origin

9t9z

b-
I

Y'
Vmrm Z ,

(b, +cr)
- -, 

q'z
?,

qz=
qI (a, + br)

1qr
b

+ *q-vmrm z '

b,
--v*r*z

b,

@

zqt

51'/-l*r 
J

(b, +c,)

\ 
etiz

z [-tu, +.,1
-9?,)= tr,

=-'"*l" etiz-ftr;

toi

Let ql = rcos0

Then,

qz = rsino'
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*btl-*, (o,

t- +cr)-*Z("1
43

sin 0 cos 0g ("o"ze - "i.,2e1 =N*I*z

and hence

ta:a ?0 =

The above equation yields

sponds to a normal rnode

or

-I*z

,O, F,
mr(br *"I) - mr(", *Or)

two values for 0 each of which corre-

92= ql

lan 0l x

z

mode is given by (10, p. 167)

tan 0,

z

The frequency of oscillation of each

(^)-

-k+-rk- zt

Tok

k = L,?

where

z
-1<ol - z
z

This equation yields two roots resulting in two natural frequencies.

One corresponds to the masses moving in-phase and the other to the

out-of-phase motion.

The period of oscillation is given by

I={'

*l
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Having determined

s ti tu ting

easy to apply the algorithm by sub-

a.x
L

T itis
OK

F= I

-r

G= I
rn

z

and solving for x(t) and

spond to Tok. As a first

srnall and lie on the line

s

u.ry-")i - f
I i= I

[,t
f!.

L,I

tt * t b.(v-x)
L1
i= I

1

y(l), the initial displacernents that corre-

approximation x(l) and y(l) are chosen

tiY

y= tan 0nx.

The algorithrn will yield the exact values of x(I) and y(l). To

determine more points on the modal line it is necessary to know the

relation between the initial displacernents x(I ) and y(l ) and the

period T, that is, how T changes as the initial displacements in-

crease. For nonlinear systerns the period increases or decreases

with the initial displacernents according to whether the springs have

a softening or a hardening effect. The terms hardening and softening

are used as the spring stiffness increases or decreases with the ex-

tension. For symmetrical springs the general characteristic of the

spring is either hardening or softening for extension and compres-

sion. But for a nonsyrnmetrical spring. it could have, for instance,

*l
rn

Z
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a hardening effect under extension and a softening effect under com-

pression. If one cornplete cycle is to be considered the period of

oscillation of a nonsymmetrical spring-mass system will either in-

crease or decrease with the initial displacement depending on the

spring characteristics. For exarnple it was shown in (I5, P. ZL)

that for the air spring, which is nonlinear nonsyrnrnetrical, the

period of oscillation increases with the initial displacements. That

is, the air spring is equivalent to a spring with a softening effect.

Generally speaking, it is not easy to predict which ProPerby a given

system possesses. It is recommended then to plot the curves

II = 0 and TZ = O for sorne points surrounding the origin in the x-y

plane for a positive and a negative increment AT in the period To.

One of these two periods will result in the intersection of the lwo

curves near the origin. The increase or decrease of the period with

the increase of the initial displacements can, then, be determined.

The origin, point (0,0) in the x-y plane, is a solution for the

dynamical systern for any period of oscillation. For values of T

close to the period To of the linearized system, the initial displace-

rnents x(l) and y(I), which provide the solution for the normal

mode motion, are srnall. First approximations for these initial

displacernents are lo be chosen to have values higher than the ex-

pected ones to insure convergence to the desired solution rather than

to the trivial zero. Now when to is changed by AT, and the
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previous initial displacements are used as an approximation for the

new iteration, AI must be sufficiently small if the corresponding

solution is to be obtained; otherwise one gets the trivial solution

again.

To apply the algorithrn efficiently, the curves Il = 0 and

I = 0 are plotted for different values of T. This has the advantagez'
of giving an idea of how the system might behave. It also shows

values of T for which a norrnal mode motion does not exist. This

can be easily seen when the hro curves do not intersect. The plot-

ting of the curves helps also to find out the possibility of the existence

of more than two modal lines. This cannot be shown by the linear-

ized system because it must have only two modes.

In doing this values of T are selected and suitable first

approximations for the initial displacements are used. AT is chosen

to get smaller values for the initial displacements on the modal line.

That is one starts with high points on the modal line and works to

get the srnaller values.

6. Considerations on Stability

The interest of the current discussion is concerned with sys-

terns oscillating in normal modes. Since this is a possible solution,

it rnust follow the general considerations on stability. The different

kinds of stability are stated briefly in (I4, p. I l8).
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The application of the variaLional methods for the study of

stability requires the knowledge of a solution, called the nonperturbed

solution. Another solution which corresponds to some initial dis-

placement is considered and is assurned to differ from the first

solution by a small amount g(t), which is called the perturbation.

The procedure leads to a systern of variational equations for 6(t).

This system of equations will yield conditions for the different kinds

of s tabili ty.

For nonlinear nonsymmetrical systerns, solutions, in many

cases, are obtained by nurnerical rneans, and the application of the

variational rnethods cannot be easily perforrned. However, useful

inforrnation concerning stability can be attained by following the

method of Liapounov (14, p. 136).

Consider a dynarnical system represented by the system of

equations

(x r, xr, '*41i.=X.
11

where Xi are Lipschitzian with a singular point at *L = *Z =

x-0.
n

Liapounovts first theorem states that the equilibrium for

above system is stable if it is possible to deterrnine a definite

Irtion^ V = V - in some domain D whose Eulerian derivative
d

the

func -

dvt
dr

I A for..tion is called definite in D if it maintains the same
sign and vanishes only at the origin.
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is serni-definite I

tically in D.

The equation V'{*r, *r,

in the Euclidian space.

are closed.

nr\. av=\-x./. 8x. 1
I

1=I

..,x ) =c representsa
n'

The theorem always holds

farnily of surfaces

if these surfaces

with opposite sign to Va or which vanishes iden-

I

dV
=dr

Bx.
1

at

nr\- av\-
/ 8xq

i= I I

The Liapounov function Va can be interpreted physically as

follows: If any trajectory S is issuing at t = to from a point then

for t>t itisirnpossiblefor S tointersect V=c frorninsideto
o

o uts ide .

In fact the total potential function of a conservative system

U(x.) has the same property as the Liapounov function. The tra-
1

jectories will never cross a closed total energy surface (the surface

of constant energy level) from inside to outside. In the following

section stability of norrnal modes are deduced frorn lhe configuration

of the energy lines (for bwo-degrees-of-freedom systerns) and the

rnodal line s.

I

in
A function is called semi-definite if it has the sarne sign or

D.zeto
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7 . The idea of the modal phase plane

This section will be concerned with the stability of normal

modes in the sense that the amplitudes rernain bounded or becorne

unbounded. In this case VO(x, y) = c forms a family of curves in

the x-y plane. where ,a is the Liapounov function.

Liapounovrs method provides a criterion for stability when

these curves are closed. But it does not tell whatwould happen if

they are open.

Since the potential energy function U(x, y) is considered a

Liapounov function, then the construction of the curves U(x, y) = c

and the application of the fact that the systern is conservative may

be used to study the stability of the system. At points correspond-

ing to stable equilibrium, U(x,y) = c form closed curves at least

for sufficiently srnall c. Consider regions bounded by closed lines

of total energy. The existence theorern guarantees the existence and

the uniqueness of the solutions in these regions. Among those solu-

tions it rnight be possible to find some which satisfy the conditions

for the norrnal rnode rnotion. The rnodal lines can, then, be con-

structed in these regions. The normal rnode rnotions are stable as

long as the amplitudes are bounded by the closed total energy lines.

The question now rises, r\vhat could happen to a normal mode motion

in the region bounded by open curves ?rr The construction of the lines
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of constant energy as well as the modal lines on the x-y plane easily

answers this question. This construction helps in defining the singu-

larities for systems with fwo degrees of freedom in paraIIel to the

singular points defined by the phase plane for systems with one

degree of freedom. For this reason this formation is given the

name modal phase plane.

The shape of the energy lines depends on the characteristics

of the springs in the system. There are two basic spring character-

istics which lead to the concepts of singularity in the rnodal phase

plane.

Case I.

Each spring force has a zero only at the origin, Figure 2.

In this case all the total energy lines are closed. There is no

difficulty in applying the algorithm to determine the modal lines and

the rnodal relation curves. The masses of a nonlinear nonsyrnmetri-

caI system usually do not pass through the equilibriurn position

except for some special cases. For a Particular oscillation the

masses corne to a point where the kinetic energy is maximurn and

the potential energy is rninimulrl. This point can be considered as

a center for the oscillation. It is deterrnined as the tangent point of

the modal relation curve and a tolal energy curve. Therefore the

line of centers can be formed and it is the locus of the tangent points
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Figure 2. Spring characteristics for Case I.

of the rnodal relation curves and the total energy lines. This is

illustrated in Figure 3.

The total energy lines in Figure 3 are a plot for a system

whose restoring forces are polynomial of the third degree. In the

next chapter this configuration is shown for the air spring systems.

In the results from the air spring system (discussed later) the

line of centers is issuing from the origin and is directed on one side

of the rnodal line. This is because all the modal relation curves

have curvature in essentially the same direction.
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-o -
- 

a-

energy lines

modal line

modal relation cluves

Iine of centers

Figure 3. Modal phase plane for Case I
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Case II.

Each spring force has

point, Figure 4.

zero at the origin and at sorne other

tr'igure 4. Spring characteristics for Case II.

The total energy lines U(x, y) = c are closed for srnall c and

are opened for larger values. The line separating both groups,

c = c, , csrr be called the separatrix.
I

Now consider displacernents characterized by the point C on

the separatrix, Figure 5. Both regions, the one inside the loop and

that lirnited by the line ACB, have lower energy levels than that of

the point C itself. In this case the rnasses have tendency to go to

either region depending on the disturbance. That is the system is in

unstable equilibrium. The total energy lines are not closed outside
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. energy lines

- - modal line

- 
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- 
modal relation curve

- 
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- 
line of centers

- 
tr 

- 

line of saddles

Figure 5. Modal phase piane for Case II
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the separatrix, i.e. for c ) cr. Any rnotion, which is not norrnal

rnode motion, and which starts on these lines rnay cause the dis-

placements to increase indefinitely with the potential energy still

decreasing. However, when the system is oscillating in a normal

mode there is a definite relation between the displacements at any

time. That is, the displacements of both masses are restricted

within the rnodal relation. There is no chance for the displacements

to take arbitrary values which rnight lead to instability as long as the

system is in a norrnal rnode rnotion. It follows that the motion rnight

be stable for some open total energy lines unless the modal line

passes through point C. In fact there is no assurance that this

happens and the rnodal line might miss this point. There are,

however, lirniting arnplitudes after which a norrnal rnode rnotion

ceases to exist.

The total energy lines outside the separatrix and close to it

tend to follow it. They have peaks near the point C. A line passing

through C and norrnal to the total energy lines will pass through

those peaks and is of some significance for the normal modes. Any

motion that starts at any point on this line will cause the displace-

ments to go either inside the loop or to the open region. It divides,

then, the x-y plane to two regions namely stable and unstable. It

rnight be given the narne line of saddles according to this property.

The points of intersection "Mr' of the line of saddles with the rnodal
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lines are unstable points for the normal rnode motions. In other

words modal lines vanish in the unstable region af.ter these points.

Of course the line of centers is formed in the closed regions

as in the previous case.

There are stilI other spring characteristics which lead to very

interesting phenomena. The discussions of these follow closely

those of the previously mentioned two cases.

Consider for example a system whose springs have the

characteristic shown in Figure 6. Each spring force has three

intersections with the displacement axis.

Figure 6. Spring characteristics for a particular systern.
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The modal phase plane is shown in Figure 7. It is seen that

the potential lines have two closed families of curves separated by a

loop (the separatrix). For higher energy leveLs they combine to a

single closed family. The center of each group of the closed curves

O, and O, is the point at which the potential lines shrink to a

point. These points, then, have the lowest energy level among its

group. The rnasses when located at the coordinates of these

centers rernain in sbable equilibrium. The line of saddles can be

formed from poinL C on the separatrix as was outlined before.

By applying the algorithm for finding the normal modes it is

possible to plot the modal lines issuing from each of the center" Ol

and O-. These modal lines exist before they intersect the line of
Z

saddles at M.. The points M. are unstable points for the normal
t'1

mode motions and they do not exist behind these points unless the

rnodal lines which belong to Or. and Or. rneet at exactly the sarne

point on the line of saddles. In this case normal rnode motion can

be obtained in either region if the motion starts at this point M..

However, this situation is considered as a special case and the

modal lines intersect the line of saddles independently at M.. At

any point M, the rnotion is in normal rnode for a region and random

for the other. This randorn rnotion takes place inside the closed

total energy line which has an energy level equal to that of the point

M..
1
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energy lines

modal lines
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line of saddles

I

\

oz'l

\
\

Figure 7. Modal phase plane for a particular case
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II. NORMAL MODE MOTIONS FOR

1. Characteti"ti." of th" Ait Spriry

T
J

_L

pressure volurne relation for

pVY = "oto, 
.

AN AIR SPRING SYSTEM

The air spring in its sirnplest configuration consists of a cylin-

der and a piston carrying a rnass. Air is confined in the cylinder by

the piston. At the position of equilibriurn the air pressure equalizes

the weight applied, hence

zj

P and V are the absolute pressure and the volurne at
any tirne.

P A=
o

Pis
o

Ais

Pis
a

rns*PA.
a

the absolute pressure at the equilibriurn position.

the cross sectional area of the cylinder.

the atmospheric pressure.

Figure ir spring unit

the air is given byThe
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y is the index of cornpression and expansion.

v =ALo

v =A(L+z)

where L denotes the air colurnn length at equilibrium and z is the

displacernent rneasured frorn the equilibriurn position. Substituting

above, then

PAY (L+ z)Y = P AYLY
o

or
IY

PA=PA "
o 

( r-r z)Y

,Y
= (rng r P^A)

' ( l*r)Y

PA is the force in the spring. The force necessary to hold the rnass

in equilibriurn is

S=PA-(rng+P^A)

Let

This

The f

S = (rng + P.A) + - (rng + PaA) .d ,]'+zlY '

*= 1, then

s=(rng+paA)t* ,]

is the equation which gives the characteristics of the air spring.

orce displacernent relation of the air spring is shown in Figure 9.



Figure 9. The characteristics of the air spring

Obviously the air spring is nonsyrnmetrical and its character-

istic is sirnilar to that discussed in Case I, sec. 7 in the previous

chapter.

Z. The air spring systern

Figure I0. The air spring systern
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The air spring systern consists of two air spring units each

supporting the rrrass *l and -3 respectively. The two units are

connected together with a coupling bearn of rnas" *2. The special

case where *l and *3 are equal is studied. However, rrr, and

-3 could be unequal and this situation does not give particular diffi-

cu1ty. The rnoving rnass of the whole systern is given by

rrl=rnl*^Z**3

or in the studied particular case

rn=Zrnrf^2.

The two air spring units are considered to have the sarne cross sec-

tional area.

The systern has two degrees of freedorn, a. E. , a translation of

the center of gravity of the systern in the vertical direction (the dis-

placernent is denoted by z) and a rotation around it. The angular ro-

tation is denoted by e. This is shown in Figure I1.

The rnasses *1 and *3 are considered to be concentrated at

the end of the bearn. i.The overall rnornent of inertia of the systern is,

then, given by

I = ZrnI

= ^'(,

Z
= rna

a + 3^Z^

IN

t

I
1+J-2)
^1Zrn, *3'rn

IZ
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or finally

where

Zrna X

IZrn, * 1^Z

I=

T-
rn

3. The gqyrtions of rnotion

-J,

Za

Figure I l. Displacements of the system

The displacernent z of the center of gravity is positive in the

upward direction. The displacernent of the rnass on each unit is de-

noted by z, and z- respectively. The angle 0 is rneasured frorn'LZ'

the equilibriurn position positive in the clockwise direction. For

srnal1 0, which sha1l be assurned,

,L = , + 
^e

'z='- ^e
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or

'rt'?
z

u\f rz

T.

The kinetic energy is given by

-zz+

The potential energy U hae the form

I
1 =;ITICL

, = ,*lg+ p"A) ,r+ (^'rE+ PaA) ,r- 
rJ'fou, - o!"touu .

But
I

PA=(*tg*P"
t.Y

A)'
(L.+zr)Y

( i = 1,2)

where m j is the mass carried by each cpring. If the whole rnaas
1

is considered to be supported equally on each spring unit, then

frn
-i= a,

I
(mt8 * P"A)zt + (-zg + P 

^Alzr= 
(mg + ?P 

^Alz
and hence

u = (rns + zPaA) , - t}.+ P"A) of ' # 
d,z +

L,\
Ldz
lLr+zl\

Z1

(y * ""o)of 
L
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"r!

1!

-l

-

Y
)

v
Y

ei

'z

z
z

L.I

+2,

L
z

i-a

L
?

-lzt\

o6

-,Y

+

Y

oD

z(

U = (rng + ZP^A)z +
d

= (rns + zp A\z _
-a

(Lr+z-a0l

=0.

+

.,]

LY
I

Lr+z+aO)Y

LY
z

lLz+z-a0)Y

n, f,.

g+2

z

L
I

*z*

ior

*]

L,

ua

I

Lagrange'".q

+ (rng + ZPaA)

(rng+ 2P"A)a

Applying

rn?

16-

ITI

2(

(rn

,,,

then

ZPA )a
=0

Y

ae)Y

Setting

z*=q

(3.r)

a
O =.-L

Ẑ

B = 
a-
L

I

L
Ir=--L^
Z

2PA
a

,rng
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and substituting into the equations of rnotion using

L , one gets

(I+
(I+x+oo)Y (1+ rx -

_2I=rna

u- I^- zL
I

a) I)Y

i
pe

F + x* o0)Y (I + rx - pe)

To check the existence of the solution the equations of rnotion

are put in the forrn

; = Zfou + a )

*z

c,-_tr-
2L, * xr* o*r)Y (t+rxr-P*g)Y

x
4

*r, * x, * o*r)Y (I * rx, -

For the second and fourth equations the partial

hand sides with respect to *I and *3 are not

*t+o*31 -1

x=
I

II(I+a)*z=

*3=

4 h
o)

g *r)

derivative of the right

continuous at

and at

rX, -pxr( -1
lJ=

This rneans that the solutions exists for any region not containing
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points from the region defined by the above two inequalities.

4. Theoretical analysis of the norrnal rnode rnotions

The algorithrn for deterrnining the norrnal rnode rnotions out-

lined in section 5, chapter I could be applied for the air spring sys-

tern, As was recornrnended, the rnotion for srnall displacernents is

to be studied to get values to start with. In this case the equations

of the linearized system are in the forrn

o* #,' I+c) 
[r-r)x*

+a) 
[t 

- r)x*

, then, given by

("-e)o]

(" + p){(r

=0

=0f *#^.

The period of oscillation

2t,T,

'oI - <o I
ZZ

where

"i =+ (r+c,[t,-*!#n 4( 1-r)(o -9.I*r*L
I

fyi- l, aL
I

As was rnentioned before (p. 45), the air spring is equivalent

to a spring with a softening effect. That is the period of oscillation

increases with increasing initial displacernent. Furtherrnore, the

change in the period is srnall as the initial displacernent changes

(15, p. Zl-241. According to these facts it is easy, then, to choose
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suitable values for the period which correspond to initial displace-

rnents away frorn the origin. However, a prograrn is made to plot

the values of the integrals I,. and IZ given by equations (4. 5) chapter

I. This will enable one to plot the curves II = 0 and IZ= 0 to de-

terrnine their points of intersection. This prograrn is written in.

Fortran language and is stated inAppendix 1. The algorithrn for de-

termining the norrnal rnode rnotions is applied by substituting

rl
F(x,y) = *r*r*", l,;|; + ,,* -rl

L)
r-1

G(x,v) =#(lra)l,, - --" fu ILJ
where 0 is replaced by y.

In Appendix I the condition necessary for the convergence of

the central difference method is derived. The restriction on the

length of the interval h is given by

and
aGl

-t
a*l

aGl

-l
ovl'

h<ffi
D is the larger of l:*

aFl

-l 
andoyl

where

and E is the larger of
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(l * rx - Py)Y

The denorninators on the right hand sides of both equations are always

positive. Also for practical configurations a is rnuch greater than

LI. Hence

l*'1, l*
and

o=ff(r+a

3}=z\u *cr'f

F=rffrr*a,[;;r* +

r iI v)Y+(I * rxov)Y* I(1 + x +

I

r

ffi 
- 

(r-"--py)Y-l

H=rt(1 +c

F=fftl *a

o

o

o

I

(t

I
t

*x* - F y)Y+rx+(1v)Y+ 
I

f
xo+(t = P v)Y+v)Y+ 

I
a

,]

i*x*

The choice of E depends on the values of

L-,La, I 
and-I''--' (I*x+ oylY+' (I* rx-py)Y+I

The last two are the rnost critical. They increase indefinitely as

either (x + oy) or (r- - 9y) approaches minus one. If the two

rnasses are rnoving in-phase, E is given the value l#l ,
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otherwise it is given the value lF l. It should be noted that both

D and E rnust be given the rnaxirnurn values in the region bounding

the displacernent in a particular motion.

The values of the pararneters in the equations of rnotion are

chosen to be the sarne as those of the experirnental apparatus which

is described later on, This rnakes it possible to cornpare between

the theoretical and.the experirnental results ,

= ; t4)z
.zIn.

a = 42.576 in.

*lg= *39 = 142lbs.

rnr9= 98 1bs.

A

In this case

L = 0.827676,

The atrnospheric pressure 
"" 

is equal to b.7 lalinz

hence cr = 0.966.

"r. 
and ,, are adjustable and, then, can assurrre different values.

The tirne for running one test is short and the arnount of heat

transfered, if any, is negligibly srnaII. The expansion and cornpres-

sion is , then, considered to be adiabatic. y is given the value 1.4.
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5. Theoretical results

The algorithrn for deterrnining the norrnal rnode rnotion has been

applied. The prograrn is written in Fortran language and the IBM

7090 cornputer has been used. The output of the prograrn gives

points on the rnodal lines as well as the displacernents tirne response.

Tables I and Z are exarnples of the outputs.

Table l, Time-displacernents response for an in-phase motion.

x(J)

T = 0.614 secs.

r -- I.11
n = 30 intervals

y(J) J x(J) y(J)

I
z
3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10
II
TZ
13

l4
I5
15

0.536665
0.529622
0. 508586
0.473906
0.426180
0.366288
0.295436
o. zt5z?l
o. tz77 18
0.035598

-0.0577 24

-o. r47gtt
-o, zzg53t
-0.296024
-0.34018I
-0.355772

0.051823
0.05r357
0. 049998
0.047708
0.044485
0. 04031 5
0.035187
0.029099
0.022073
0.0r4180
0.005575

-o.003423
-o,0tzz57
-0.0zoo2g
-0,02552r
-0.027 5zg

-o.340ztz
-0. 296080
-0. zzg608
-0. r4800r
-0.057821
0.035500
0. rz7 623
0. zr5133
o.295357
0,36622r
o.426127
0,473867
0.508562
0.5296t3
0. 53667 2

-o. oz55z0
-0.020027
-0. 01 zz54
-0.003419
0.005581
0.014184
0.02?,078
0.029103
0.035r90
0. 0403i 6
0.044485
0.047706
0.049994
0. 051 361
0. 05181 5

t7
I8
I9
20
2l
22,

?,3

24
25
26
27

28

29
30
31
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Table Z. Tirne-displa.cernents response for an out-of-phase rnotion.

x( Ji

T = 0.464 secs.

r = 1.67

n = 30 intervals

v(J) J x( J) y(J)J

T
2

3

4
5

6

7

8

o. ztt627
o.2a9647
0.20i?08
0. I9:r3 05
o,1 79945
0. r62168
0. 140570
0, I r 5350
0.085856
0,055663
0.02267 6

-0.0r0722
-0.042465
-0.069614
-0.088420
-0,0952?g

-0.071158
-0. 070?,30

-0.067460
-0.062900
-0.048782
-0.048782
-0,039500
-0,028985
-0. 01 7483
-0.005302

0. 007 I 60
o. oLg37g
0.030554
0.040054
0.046440
o. 0487 28

t7
18

19
z0
2T

zz
23
24
z5
z6
27
28
29

30
3l

-0. 08841 2

-0.069597
-0,04244r
-0.0r0692
o. 0227 r0
0.055702
0. 086898
0, rt5394
0. 14061 5

0. t6zzrz
0. 179989
0, t93846
0,2,03746
0. 209680
o, z|r654

0.04644r
0. 040055
0. 030556
0.019382
0.00?164

-0.005297
-0.017477
-o. oz8g7g
-0. 039493
-0.04877 5

-0,0566?7
-0.062893
-0, o67454
-0,070225
-0.07rr54

9

t0
I1
TZ

13
t4
15
15

Typical tirne displacernents responses for r = 1 .43 are i1lus-

trated in Figure 12 tor the in-phase rnode rnotion and in Figure 13

for the out-of-phase rnode rnotion.
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Figure 12. Time-displacernent response for an in-phase rnode "r = 1,43'l
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T = .513 secs.

l. 43 r,Figure I3. Tirne-displacement resPonse for an out-of-phase rnode
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The velocities of the rnasses at the rniddle of a cornplete cycle

of a systern oscillating in a norrnal rnode are zero. The displace-

rnents which the rnasses have at this tirne could be considered as ini-

tial displacernents which set the system in norrnal rnode when it starts

frorn rest. The coordinates of these displacernents faIl on a rnodal

1ine. These points have the values x(|+ f ) and f(|+ f l if n is

the nurnber of intervals (n is even). The cornputed values of the

initial displacernent together with the period of oscillation are listed

in Table 3 for different values of r and for the in-phase and the out-

of-phase rnodes. The results are presented graphically in Figures

14, 15, I6 and 17. Figures 14 and I5 show the variation of the

period of oscillation with the initial displacernent for the two different

rnodes. Figures I5 and 17 show the rnodal lines for the sarne two

kinds of rnodes.

The rnodal phase planes are iLlustrated in Figures I8 and 19.
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Table.3. Thl tebtlqnE bgtuleen i4itial lislrlacement and the period of oscillation - Thepretical
in-phase mode out-of-nhase rnode

T x(1 ) y(1) x(|+1) v(|+t I T x(1 ) y(1 ) x(!+t) v(fit1

.649

.642

. 635

.628

.62t

.614

.607

1.11 .635
.6?A
.621
.614
.607
.600

t.25 .6?A
.62t
.614
.607
. 600
. 593

t. 43 .628
.621
.614
.607
' 600
. 593

t.67 .628
.621
.614
.607
. 600
. 593

z.OO .624
.617
.610
. 603
. 596
. 589

Z.50 .617
. 610
.603
.596
, '589

-.602
-. s65
-.518
-.458
-.377
-.245
-. fix)

.to7 -.445

.089 -.426

.o7L -.398

.052 . 356

. 033 -.286

.011 -. 136

.115 -.388

.098 -.366

.080 -.337

.062 -.295

.oN -.229

.010 -.o73

.128 -.364

. Ltz -. 345

.095 -.320

.076 -.286

.055 -.237

.030 -.153

. 136 -. 3,16

.t20 -.329

.103 -.306.084 -.276

.064 -. 235

.040 -.169

.t37 -.332

.LLg -.313

.100 -.283

.o80 -.252

.0s9 -.207

.031 -.t28

.t24 -.294

.103 -.274

.084 -.2#

.063 -. 205

. 036 -.137

. 331 -.2t9

.276 -.198

.222 -.175

.168 -.151

. 116 -. t24

.064 -.091

.014 -.O42

.t84 .176

.t32 .156

.083 . 136

. 039 . tt4

.oo2 . o89
-.o22 .059

.108 . 165

.064 .tN

.o24 .124
-.010 .109
-.036 .o94
-.055 .O77
-.062 .058
-.046 .031

-.o37 .103
-.058 .093
-.o73 .084
-.083 .O74
-.o87 . 063
-. o83 . O50
-.063 .o32

. o95 .O70
-. o99 .064
-.099 .O57
-.095 .O49
-.083 .038
-. o54 .O22

-.o97 .060
-.099 .056
-.100 .052
-.099 .048
-.093 .O42
-.084 .03s

-.091 .06
-.o92 .O4
-.091 .o4L
-. o88 . O38

-.083 .033
-. o73 . O?3

-. o54 .019

1.183
1. 043
.892
.727
.54t
.304
.000

. 830

.749

. 653

.537

. 389

. 155

.723

.6N

.547

. 438

. 30s

.@0

.708

. 631

.544.w

. 336

.188

.700

.625

.542

.451

.347

.219

. 655

.578

.498

. 405

.298

.158

. 590

. 504

.412

.307

. t74

0.0
0.0
o.o
o.o
o.o
0.0
o.o

0.0
o.0
o.o
0.0
0.0
0.0
o.o

-. o44
-. 039
-.034
-. o28
-.o20
-. oo9

-.053
-. o48
-. o43
-.036
-. o27
-.009

-.061
-. o57
-.0s1
-.04s
-.o37
-.o23

-.066
-. 062
-. os7
-.051
-. o42
-. o30

-. 069
-.063
-.058
-.051
-. o4L
-.035

-.068
-. 062
-.054
-. o44
-. o29

.600

. 593

. 586

.579

.572

. 565

. 558

.579

.572

.565

.558

. 551

.544

.565

. 558

. 551

. s44

.537

. 530

.523

.516

.530

.523

. 516

. 509

. 502

.495

. ,188

, ,188

.481

.474

.67

. 460

.453

.460

. 4s3

.446

.439

.432

.425

. 418

.4tI
,N4
.397
. 390
. 383
.376

.329

.276

.222

. 168

. tt6

.064

. ot4

. 359

. 311

.26t

.209

.154

.090

.437

.&L

.362

.3r7

.268

.214

.151

. o70

.4t3

.376

.334

.286

.232

.172

.096

.354

.312

.264

.2t2

.151

. 074

. 368

. 336

. 300

. 2s8

.ztt

. 1s8

.322

.294

.263

.226

.185

. 138

.081

. zLg

.198

.175

.151

.124

. 091

. o42

-.203
-. t82
-. 158
-. t32
-. toz
-.065

-.207
-.189
-.169
-.147
-.124
-.099
-. o72
-.035

-.162
-.145
-.127
-.108
-.088
-.066
-.038

-. LL9
-.104
-.088
-. o7t
-.052
-. 026

-. Lt4
-.104
-. o92
-.080
-.066
-.050

-. 094
-.086
-.076
-. 066
-. 054
-.041
-. o2s
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Figure I6. Modal lines for the in-phase modes
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6. Experirnental work

i. Apparatus and rnethods. The apparatus used in conducting

the experirnental work is shown in Figure 20. It consists of two air

spring units connected together by a coupling bearn. Each air spring

unit is forrned of a cylinder, a lower piston, an upper piston and a

heavy rnass. The lower piston is fixed in position while perforrning

the experirnents and is used for varying the air colurnn length. The

upper piston is connected to the heawy mass and is supported by the

air under pressure. The upper piston is free to rnove in the vertical

direction, The alignrnent of this piston is done by guiding the rnass

frorn four directions with eight ball bearings rolling on guiding chan-

nels, Each air spring unit is resting on a concrete slab.

To obtain a norrnal mode rnotion, the rnass of each spring unit

has to be released at the sarne tirne frorn certain positions. A rnech-

anisrn was designed and constructed for this purpose, Figure 21. It

consists of two pieces of channel section hinged together frorn one

edge to forrn a clarnp. A tension spring is used to hold this clarnp in

position. A selenoid is also used to open the clarnp when an electric

current is applied for releasing the rrrass.

The recording of rnotion tirne history is obtained by a rnovie

camera. A pointer is extended frorn the rnass of each spring unit.

The ends of the pointers colne close to within one foot frorn each



@
F

Figure 20. The apparatus
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Figure 2I. The releasing mechanism
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other. Two scales are placed behind each pointer end and both are

rnounted on a white screen. The filrning was rnade at a speed of. 64

frarnes per second. Sorne shots were taken at the ordinary speed of

l5 frarnes per second. The nurnber of frarnes for a cornplete cycle

is counted and the period of oscillation was cornputed

ii. Experirnental results. Experirnents have been perforrned

for different values of r(air colurnns ratio). The masses of each air

spring unit is set in rnotion by using initial displacernents taken frorn

theoretical results. The recorded rnotion showed that both rnasses

corne into stationary rnotion at the sarne time after one cornplete os-

cillation. This indicated that the systern is oscillating in a norrnal

rnode.

The rnass of each spring in the apparatus is restricted to a

rnaxirnurn displacernent of 3. 5 inches above and below the equilibriurn

position according to sorne construction lirnitation. For this reason

the experirnents were conducted for a rnaxirnurn displacernent of

three inches for each value of r. The experirnental data are tabu-

lated in Table 4. *o , yo denotes initial displacernent.

Experirnental results are plotted in Figures 2Z ar.d 23.
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Table 4. Experimental results.

in-phase mode out-of-ohase mode
,!o ,2o

inches inches

Yo "lo ,2o *o

inches inches

L .649
.642
'64

1,11 .632
.626
.624

1.43 .624

' 621

.62

t.67 .622
.62
.619

2 .62
. 619

.615

2.5 .619
. 618

. 615

33
22
11

1. 55

.58

.35

.55

.38
,2

.39

.25

.15

.27

.18

.09

.3

.2

.t

.2275

. t29

.0675

. t775

. Ltg

.06

.1695

.1125

.0575

.1635

. 109

. 0545

.1615

.109

.054

o
o
o

. o17

. ot67

.@76

.0287

. 019

. oo94

.0307

.0205

.01

. o32

. o2t3

. otoT

.o32

. ozt4

. 0108

.6LL

. 609

.607

. 581

. 549

.547

.515

.511

.51

.472

.69

.67

.436

.4?

.424

. 395

.391
, 385

-2.4
-1.7
-.95

-1. 5
-.68
- .34

-.73
-,5
-.28

-.6
- .42
- .23

-,5
- .?4
_)

- .34
- .28
- .17

3

2

L

3

2

L

3

2

I

. 03 . O6,ts

.015 .045

.0025 .0229

.o7s . os28

.066 .0326

.033 .Ors7

.1135 .0438

.o75 .0294

.036 .015

3

2

1

3

2

I

3

2

t

3

2

1

3

2

1

. 0423

. 0284

.ot44

. 0392

. 0268

.0137

3

2

1

3 .23
z .18
1 .08

3

2

1

.t2

. o79

. 0385

.125 .041

.083 .0274

. 04 .0141

. 133

.086

.0415
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7. Comrnents on the results

The experirnental results have accornplished a verification of

the theory, By using values obtained frorn the theoretical analysis

as initial displacernents for the experirnents, the experirnental sys-

tern oscillated in norrnal rnodes. However, there are di.fferences

between the natural frequencies obtained by both ways (theoretically

and experirnentally). This was expected because the apparatus has

darnping effect which results in dirninishing the rnotion to zero after

about five cycles. Cornparison between the two results are shown in

Figure 24 for the in-phase rnotion and in Figure 25 f.or the out-of -

phase rnotion, The period of oscillations obtained experirnentally

are higher than those obtained theoretically. These differences are

between five percent and 11 percent. The other deviation between

the results can be seen by cornparing the displacernents at the rniddle

of a cornplete cycle. The experirnent shows lower absolute values for

this rnid-cyc1e displacernents than those of the theory. This is,

again, a cause of the darnping in the experirnental systern, One rnight

expect, then, that the rnid-cycle displacernents obtained experirnental-

1y would not lie on the other branch of the rnodal line. If this were

true then the rnasses, at the end of the second half of the cycle, would

not attain zero velocities at the sarne tirne, This is not what actually

was observed. The rnid-cyc1e displacernents of the experirnents do
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lie on the other branch of the rnodal Iine, but their coordinates have

srnaller values than those obtained theoretically. This is illustrated

in Figure 26. For this reason the rnodal relation curves are not the

sarrre as is predicted under the assurnption of no darnping.
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DISC USSION

The application of the algorithm for determining the norrnal

mode motion for the air spring systern yielded reasonable results

which came in fair agreement wi;th the experimenlal results, see

Figures 24 and 25. This shows that the algorithm is effeclive and

can be used for the study of normal mode motion of nonlinear sys-

Lerns in general.

It was pointed out before that the study of smalI oscillations of

nonlinear systerns is important in determining points on lhe modal

lines. It is easy, then, to determine the corresponding periods of

oscillation. These periods and those points on the modal lines help

in obtaining other points on the modal lines. The sludy of small

oscillation also determines the minimum number of normal modes

that the system possesses. For exarnple if lhe springs character-

istics are represented by polynomials and the linear terms are

present, then, for small oscillations, the system is considered to

be linear. The total energy lines are arbitrarily close to e11ipses.

Upon applying the orthogonality property there exist only four roots

which correspond to two modes. This discussion leads to an

important fact. For srnall oscillations the number of normal modes

is dominated by the degree of the lowest power of the polynomial

representing the spring characteristics. In other words if k is the
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degree of the lowest power of those polynornials then the nurnber of

normal rnodes (for srnall initial displacements) does not exceed

k+ I. However, it could happen that, for large initial displace-

rnents, there exist more than k+ I modes for the systern. This is

detected by plotting II = 0 and lZ= 0 for different values of the

period as was pointed out early in the text. If this happens then at

least each pair combine together as the modal lines approach the

origin such that the net nurnber of norrnal rnodes reduces to k+ t.

There is one rnore irnportant fact concerning norrnal modes.

If a norrnal rnode exists dhen the modal relation curve is unique

according to the existence theorem.. This implies that, for a given

system, the rnodal lines do not intersect except at the origin. If ,

for exarnple, bwo modal lines intersect at a point then their other

branches must intersect at a pointwhich has the same energy leveI

as the other point, otherwise the existence theorern is contradicted.

The development of the rrtodal phase plane is a new idea for

the study of stability for systems with bwo degrees of freedorn

oscillating in normal modes. It could be useful in the study of auto-

rnatic control. The process for obtaining this plane is simple. It

needs the rnapping of the total energy lines and the determination of

some points on the rnodal lines. The stability of the systern, then,

can be easily predicted.

The lines of singularities are not cornpletely developed. For
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inslance, the line of centers is determined after Lhe solution is

obtained. The line of saddles can be easily obtained and it is

independent of the solutions. The determination of this line is im-

portant in locating the unstable regions for the normal mode motions.
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III. FORCED

Introduc tion

OSCTLLATIONS OF THE AIR SPRING SYSTEM

It was pointed out earlier in this text that the study of norrnal

rnodes is important for the study of forced motions of the dynarnical

systems. For nonlinear systerns when the exciting frequency is

equal to a natural frequency the systern has a norrnal rnode rnotion

as that of the free rnotion of the system.

W'hen a system, linear or nonlinear, is acted on by an external

periodic exciting force the arnplitudes depend on the exciting fre-

quency as well as on the magnitude of the disturbing force. How-

ever, there is a significant difference between the forced rnotion of

linear and nonlinear systems. This difference is a consequence of

the relations between the amplitudes and the natural frequencies.

For linear systems the natural frequencies are constant at any

arnplirude. The response curve is tangent to a vertical line whose

abscissa is equal to the natural frequency (7, P. 87-91). For non-

linear systerns Lhe situation is different. The natural frequencies

vary with the amplitudes. The response curves show what is called

the back bone cLlrves {22, p. 88).

Linear systerns, nonlinear symmetrical systems and non-

linear nonsymrnetrical systerns all agree in that the phase relation

between the exciting periodic forces and the arnplitudes changes
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when the disturbing frequency is changed passing through the

natural frequencies of the systems. For linear and nonlinear syrn-

metrical systems Lhe negative amplitudes are equivalent to the

positive ones. The response curves can, then, be presented using

the absoluLe value of the amplitudes. The case is differenl for non-

linear nonsymmetrical systerns. The negative and positive amplitude

are not equivalent and the response curves rrlust be presented by

both positive and negative values of the arnplitudes.

ExcepL for analog computer results there are noL rnany experi-

ments carried out to study the forced motions of nonlinear systems

having two degrees of freedom. It is, then, the purpose of this

chapter to present sorne experimental results for a forced rnotion

of a nonlinear nonsymrnetrical system. The experirnents were per-

formed on the air spring systern.

2. A_ppfrratus

The air sprrng system is described in seclion 5, chapter 2.

The releasing mechanisms were removed. An exciting systern is

added to the apparatus to produce the disturbing force. It consists

of fwo sets of eccentric masses equally placed from the center of

the coupling bearn. They are three feet apart and rotating in

opposite directions. Each set is formed of a shaft supported by

two bearings and carrying a full length threaded rod at each end.
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This rod is used to change the amount of eccentricity. Each

eccenbric unit is connected to the driving mechanism by a variable

length shaft with a universal joint at each end. The double universal

joints and the variable length shaft are used to transmit the rotary

rnotion to the eccentric systern while moving up and down with the

beam.

The driving mechanisrn consists of a two horse power direct

current motor, a gear, a pinion, two sprockets, and a chain. The

gear is keyed on a shaftwhich is supported by bwo bearings and is

connected to a universal joint. This gear takes its motion from the

pinion which is keyed on the motorls shaft. The motion from the

rnotor is transfered to the other universal joint by the two sprockets

and a chain. This is illustrated in Figure 27. There is a reduction

of 3.5 bebween the speed of the motor and the speed of the eccentric

units.
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Figure 27. The exciting force systern
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3. The Equations of Motion

!i

I

Let the horizontal and the vertical cornponents of the displacements

of the eccentric rrrasses be denoted by *i and yi.

"I = R cos <ot

yl = , + be + R sin cot

*z

yz

<^lt is measured from

then

--Rcos<rlt

=z-be+Rsinot

the horizontal position.

- ,'R cos <,.1t

z + bii - r'R sin <,.r t

.,2 R cos <ot

z-be - ,2R sin cot

system by the

Differentiating twice,

Let the forces

denoted by X,

ii=I

it=

*z=

::vz-

imposed on the

and Y., then
1

eccentric rnasses be
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Xr = MR <o' to" 
"

Yl = M (-i' - uti + RrZ sin <,.rt) - Mg

X = MR12.o"rt
z

Yz= M(-z +bii +Rr2 sincot) - Mg

The net vertical disturbing force is given by

Y = M (- ZZ + ZR.Z sin <,rt) - Z Mg

According to previous assumption, 0 is smalI. Then cos 0 is

approximately one. Hence lhe equations of the forced motion of lhe

air spring systern are

LI
I

The net disturbing torque

Torque

.. rTlgrnz +(; r

2Mg

rti -(ff+

on the system is given by

= -ZbZMii .o" e + ZMRb 0 cos

(Lt +z +ao)Y

sin o-r t

"r'

(Lz+z -a0)Y

<^lt.

= -ZMi -

= -zbztvt o +

LY
Z

t
PaA) lz -

I

LY
Z

+ zMR

PA) a
<L

2

(Lt + z +azl\ (Lz+z - a0)Y

Z MRbe cos r,.r t

Or after using the substitulicrns (3. l), chapler Z, these equations

read



,t1\
^'* )

.,- e(r+o)t---' zra 
l1+"*- 

pelY

r04

zLp,z ^:- ..r zp
Til, ) 

srn cot-(fp)

,)ocoscot
a

0(-

where

Experirnental Results

Experiments have been conducted for different values of r

L
1, = j).

"z

I'or each setting of r tesLs were run for different values of MR.

The exciting frequency is changed from zero up to a speed higher

than the second natural frequency of the systern. The frequency is

then decreased back to zero. For different values of the frequency

the rnaxirnurn and minimum arnplitudes were recorded for the rnass

on each systern. It was noticed that the displacernent ,l @, is the

displacemerlt of the rnass of the spring with larger air column length)

is in-phase with the exciting forces at frequencies smaller than the

first natural frequency and is out-of-phase with the force at higher

frequencies. The displacement ,Z was in-phase with the disturbing

Mo='rn

4.
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force at all speeds srnaller than the second natural frequency and was

out-of-phase at highef frequencies.

In order to be consistent, the recorded data are transformed

to the translation and rotation coordinates x and e. The phase

relations of x and 0 with the exciting force is determined from the

phase relation of the force and the displacernents ,l and ,2. When

both z, and z, are inphase with the force, thenIr-

'| ,n^* * 'z ,n^**=T
I

e = 'l r,.^r - 'z r,,^*
Za

When ,l is out-of-phase and ,Z is in-phase with the force

z *zI rnin Z rnax*=- 11

I rnin ' 'l rr,^*-- Z^

V/hen both displacement, ,l and ,Z are out of phase with the

forc e , then

z +zI min 2 rnin*=E
I

'1 *ir, ' 'z r,-i,ne-
Za
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TabIe 5. Results for the forced motion.
r = 1.67

MR=7lbinches.

Speed ^ | ,n^*
R. P. M. irrches

zz
Z rnax 2 min

inche s inche s

z I min
inche s

I
z
3

4
5

6

7

8

9
IO
II
t2
13
t4
I5
l6
t7
1B

t9
z0
ZL

ZZ
z3
z4
z5

70
76.5
97.r
98. 5

r00
103. 3

l0g
rr9.5
lzz. z
LZB.6
133. 8

I35
t43
t46. z
200
r24.6
r23
tz0
117.1
LL4. Z
TLZ
108.5
103.8
100

75

.05

.1
3

1. 5 )ir

I ,i.

.8 >l<

.6 >r

.6 )k

.3 'k

.2 >k

at. r)
.z >i<

.z >r

. 175'l'

. 15 >i<

.65 )k

/-. of
t?. 3f

.55 {i

.6 >k

.65 >k

.7 >l(

4 -t-.l

.9 >k

.3

- .15
-.2
-2. 5

-r.4
-I.
- .B
- .65
- . b5
- .3
- .25
-?
_)
_)
- .zz5
-.2
- . b5
-.7
- .6
- .55
- .65
- .675
^.7
- .7
_o

.z

.005

.01

. r65
-. 055
- .045
,.035
- .0225
.0r75

-. 065
- .047 5

-.045
-. 035
-. 03
- .026
- .0t7 5

-.055
-.075

0

-. 005
-.0225
-.024
-. 03
-.03
- .04
.0I75

0

0

.0318
- .0r7 6

- .0129
- . 0105
-.01
-.0088

.0082

.0053

.00586

.04352

.00235

.00088

.000586
-. 00r75
.00I 175

-.0141
-.01175
-.01
-.0t025
-. 0094
-. 0094
-.01175
.00294

.05

.I
,3
.1
.I
.t
.Z

-.7
-.7
-,5
-.4
-.3
-. t5
-.5
-.8
-.4
-.3
-?
_)
-.1
-.1
-. 05
-. 05

,k Denotes that the displacement is out of phase with the exciting
force.
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Tab1e 5. Results for the forced motion.
r = 1.67

MR=81binches.

Speed'L,r"-
R. P. M. i.rches

'? r,.^* 'z r,.r,-
inche s inche s

z I min
inche s

I
Z

3

4
5

6

7

8

9
IO
tl
IZ,

13
t4
t5
16

62.8
7 3.6
77 .1
94.3

100
102.2
108.5
tz0
IZI. L

L4L. Z

t45.8
19r.3
200
t57 .2
t14.2
85.6

.05

.I

.15
3.2
2,0 ):<

I. 8 :i<

1.1 >k

.8 >i<

.8 >k

.Z :k

. 25 'i"
7 >i<

.z >l<

)>k

.I

- .0I75
- .017 5
_?

-2.7
-1.7
-I.5
-1.
-.7
-.7
_2
-,2
-.2
_)
_)
-,7
- .25

.00375

.0075

. OL25

. r9
-.085
-. 07

-.045
. 0I5
.0I

-.035
-. 03
-.02
-.02
-. 028
- .02

.01

.000293

.000586

.000585

.0305
- .0223
-. 0I88
-.0129
- .02
- . 0188

.00352

.000235
0.0
0.0

.00176
-.0I175
0.0

.025 -.05

. 05 -. I

.I -.I

.6 -.6

.z -.15

.1 -.I

.l -.1
l. -.9
.9 -.8
.5 )k -.5
.5 't; -.4
.3 )k -.2
.35'k -.2
.4 >l< -. 35
.3 -.25
.I -.15

'i. Denotes that the
force.

displacernent is out of phase with the exciting
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Experimental results are listed in Tables 5 and 6 f.or the case

r = L.67. For Table 5, MR = 7Ib inches. For Table 5, MR = 8Ib

inches. Figures 28 and 29 are a plot for the response curves.

5 " Disc us sion

In chapter two the norrnal modes of the air spring system were

deterrnined theoretically and experirnentally. The results showed

that two modes exist for each value of r. Figures 28 and 29 are

plots of the response curves of the air spring system for the case

r = I.67. The phase relation bebween the disturbing force and the

arnplitudes can be seen easily from the figures if the force is con-

sidered positive. The illustrations show that both amplitudes x and

0 have two peaks at bwo places. These peaks are located near the

vatrues of the natural frequencies. This indicates that resonance

occurs when the exciting frequency is equal to a natural frequency

of the system which is a well known fact. By comparing the arnpli-

tudes of the forced motion at the peaks with those of the free oscilla-

tions it is easy to see that they lie on the modal lines. This shows

that at the resonance the system moves as if it is under free

oscillation, which indicates the importance of the study of the nor-

rnal modes of nonlinear systems. The first peak corresponds to lhe

in*phase mode where x and 0 are of the same sign. The second

peak corresponds to the out-of-phase mode.
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When the exciting frequency is zero the arnplitudes are

identically zero. At small frequencies the magnitude of the exciting

force is small and hence the arnplitudes are small. The force is in-

phase with both amplitudes. As the frequency is increased and

approaches the natural frequency of the in-phase rnode the arnplitudes

start to build up. As a result the first peak is obtained. At the peak

the force and the amplitudes are 90 degrees out of phase. By in-

creasing the dislurbing frequency a little more the arnplitudes

decrease and the force is I80 degrees out of phase with the ampli-

tudes. For some value of the exciting frequency between the bwo

naLural frequencies of the system the displacement x becomes back

in-phase with the force while 0 remains out-of-phase with it. At

this point the arnplitudes attain their minimurn values. Upon increas-

ing the frequency more x and 0 start to increase until the second

peak is obtained when the frequency is equal to the second natural

frequency. The disturbing forces is again 90 degrees out of phase

with the displacernent. At high speeds, although the rnagnitude of

the disturbing force is large, the amplitudes are srnaIl. A physical

explanation for this is that the exciting force changes so fast that the

masses have no time to follow. In this case the amplitude x is out-

of-phase and 0 is in-phase with the disturbing forces.

When the value of MR increases the amplitudes change and

have large absolute values except for frequencies less than the
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second natural frequency where the phase of x changes. In this

case they decrease. The amplitudes at the peaks still fall on the

modal lines (Refer to Figures l5 and I7).

It was pointed out (p. 67 ) that the natural frequency of the air

spring system has srnall variations with the arnplitudes. This result-

ed in the lack of appearance of the well-known jurnp phenomenon

which might otherwise be expected to appear.

Frorn the results of chapter ? t}:e values of the natural fre-

quencies change with r. The in-phase mode has small changes

whereas the out-of-phase mode has large changes. For large

values of r the difference between the two natural frequencies is

large. In this case the response curves show two distinct peaks for

both x and 0 as is shown in Figures 28 and 29. As the value of r

is decreased, this difference decreases and the peaks corrre closer.

When r is equal to one, that is the two air spring units have the

sarne air colurnn Iengths, the situation is different. The peaks de-

pend on the nature of the exciting forces. If these forces are only

in the direction of the x coordinate. then the masses on each spring

have the sarne displacernents, and the value of 0 is always zero,

and hence there is no peak for it. The resonance occurs in the x

direclion only. If the exciting force is in the direction of e, i. e. a

periodic torque is applied or the systern with zero net vertical force,

the lesonance occur at the out-of-phase rnode. A peak will occur

for botir 0 and x (see Figure I7).
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APPENDIX 1

Convergence of the Central Difference Method

Also,

*rlur', -*, +nz(*"r*f 
"r["] I

":"*" - ,, + hz (+ Gr * * "J"1,

are used for the iteration. v * I indicates the number of iterations.

*l and yl are actual values, and hence 
"t 

and G, are

actual too, so that

*:" r'l. - *:,, = g[,J = * {rr[,J - 
"r[ 

,-,1)

u:, *r, - 
"J,J 

- r[,J = * G [,] - G],-,J)

By using Lipschitz condition, then

l"(*r['] ,":"1) - r'(*z['-rf , "]"-llll. r., l*r['J - *r['-lJ 
1

For lhe calculalion of the starting values the formulas

+krl"r["] -,:"-')I = krlg[u-t]I*n, I,t'-'ll.

(1)

lG(*z["), rrL"))l -c .*z[ 'r,r]'-11) l. kEIgt,-tll*nnlnt,-rlI

where k, , kZ, k, and kn are Lipschitz constants. Substituting in
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equation (l ), then

lqt'l l. + ro, I €['-'] | *onl r['-r1 l)

1,,.,t,1 I .*1r, lE[,-r] l*rnlr[,-1] l)

Let D

and E

Then,

to be the

to be the

I et'l I and

larger of

larger of

lr['] I .

kt

k
Z

hz
6

and n,

and k
4

(D I t['-'] | *E I n['-1] lt

1ef v= I, then

lsrrl t.+
also

tet4t.+

nZ

'e
In general

lgt,l I .+
and

lr['] I .+

(Dl6tol l+Blrtol lr

(Dlgt'll*r;r[oJ ll

_z
+rl| 1ol etoll+o;r[oJ

(Dlg[o] l*"lrtol ll

ro I gtoJ I + B lrtol lr

r)]['"

+)

n'1
6)

["

F

+E)

+E)

v-l

v-L

As v * oo it is required that lCt"] | and lr["] | tend to zero. A

necessary condition for this to happen is that

2

i (D+E)<r
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The same procedure could be carried for the iteration for -

mulas of the main calculations to arrive al

.z
+ (D+E)<rtz

h is chosen lo be the smaller of the two, that is

_z 5

D + -8.;
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APPENDIX Z

Fortran Program for Plotting the Equations I, = _0 and I, :j for

the Air Spring Systern

For some restrictions in lhe Fortran language the parameters

in the prograrn are given different syrnbols. The correspondence

between these symbols is as follows:

DIS stands for a

AIl'ttI

TililY

PTRililT

T1 r' il AT

ALIrrLt
ALZ tt tt LZ

sAililO

The program is arranged to calculate the values of It and ,,

in any region in the x-y plane for any values of the period. This is

done by adjusting the values;

MP the nurnber of steps to change the period

Tl the change in the period

MX the number of intervals in the x-axis
HX the interval length in the x-axis

MY the nurnber of intervals on the y-axis

HY the interval length on the y-axis

XABC is equivalenl to x(l)
Tf'GH is equivalent to y(1)
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Fortran Program Listing

DTMENSTON X(90), Y(gO), p(gO), Q(90), F(90), G(90), U(90), V(90)
B8 READ IO, DIS,AI, T,ER, NZ,MP, MX, MY,HX, HY

READ 80, PTR, T1, XABC, YFGH,ALl, ALZ, BN, N, SA
R=A Ll IALZ
C =DIS leYZ
D=DIS IALI
DO 77 IP=l,MP
PI=IP
PER=PTR1PI'F T I
H=PER /BN
DO 77 IX=I,MX
XI=IX
X ( I )=16 3C +X t 'kHX
DO 35 IY=l,MY
YI=IY
Y(l )=YP6H+YI)'FHY

42 J=L
2 F(J)=(1. /(1. +X(J)+D':.y(J))'rr,,T+1. l(1. +R':'X(J)-C{'Y(J))'r't'T-2.1t'
1t9e. Z,r.(1+SA) leYt
G (J) = (t . I I I . +X ( J)+D't.Y (J) ),r,r T- I . / ( I . +R'kX ( J) - C'kY ( J))i< >kT 

),',<

lI 93. 2':.( l+SA) / (A l,kDIS)
IF (J- ZlL,5t,52

I F(z)=F(l )
G (21=61 1 1

x (z )=111 1

Y(z)=Y111
J=Z
Nl=I

3 P(2)=X(2)
Q(z)=Y(2)
x (z)=x( I )+H,kH,k(F (I ) I z. +r 121 1 6 . 1

Y(z)=Y(1 )+H'kH,k(G(1 ) I z. +C(Zl I O. I
GOTOZ

5I Z =ABSF(X(z)- P(2))+ABSF (Y(2)-O(2))
rF (z -ER)5 ,6,4

4 Nl=Nl+l
IF (NZ-Nr )5, 5, 3

5 pRtrNT 20, J,X(J), P(J), Y(J), Q(J), X(1), Y(l)
GO TO 35

6 J=3
7 F(J)=F(J- I )

G(J)=6(J- 1)
X(J)=1611-11
Y(J)=Y(J- 1)
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Nl=l
8 P(J)=X(J)

Q(J)=Y(J)
X (J)=2. ,r.X (J- I )-X (J- 2)*H,kfi'r (5. ,:.F(J- Ll I 6. +(F(J)+r'(J-2)) lrZ. )
y (J)=z .,ky (J- r ) - Y (J - z )rH'kH'k ( 5 . {.G (J- l ) I 6. + 1C1 J)+G ( J- Zl) / LZ . )
GOTOz

52 z =ABSF(x (J)- P( J))+ A BSr'(Y(J) -O(J))
rF (z -ER)Ir, I l, 9

9 Nl= NI+l
IF (N2-Nr)5, 5,8

II J=J*l
M= N*l
BM= BN*I.
IF (M - JILZ,7 ,7

12 DO 13 J=I,M
BJ= J
U(J)=P111

t 3 v(J)=G(J)
u(N+z)=u(N)
U(N+:)=g(N-I)
v(N+2)=V(N)
v(N+3)=V(N-I)
AKI=0.
AKZ=0.
Rl=0.
R2=0.
L=N- I
DO 14 J=L, L,Z
AK I =AK I +H'r. (U(J)+4. ,rU(J* 1)+U(J+2)) / 3 .

AKZ=AKZ+H'k (V(J)+4. 'r.V(J+ I )+V(J+2))/3.
R I =R 1*H,F (U(J+4)- 4. ,kU(J+3)+5. :kU(J+zl-4. 'i'U(J* 1)+U(J) I lgo.

1 4 R2=RZ+H'k (v ( J+ 4\ - 4.'r. V(J+3 )+6 .'kv( J+2) - 4.'k V( J+ I )+v (l) ) / go.

AKI=AKl-Rl
AK2 =AK2 -RZ
PRrNT 50, AKI, AK2, X(I), Y(1), PER

36 CONTINUE
77 CONTINUE

PRINT 30, A LI, ALZ
GO TO 88

10 FORMAT (F6. 3, r'8 . 6,F4.2,F7 . 6, 4rZ,ZF6. 3)

z0 FoRMAT (I3,6F9.5)
30 FORM AT (2F6 - Z\
50 FORMAT (5FrZ.5)
g0 r'oRMAT (F5.4,F7.5, F8.5, F8.6,2F6.3, F5.I,13,I.7.4)

END
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APPENDIX 3

Fortran Prograrn for Deterrnining the Normal Mode Motion for the

A_1r Spring Systel?

The pararneters are changed in the same way as mentioned in

Appendix 2, except for the period T; it is given the symbol PER.

Fortran Program Listing

DIMENSTON X(gO), Vlgg), p(90), Q(90), r'(90), G(90), u(90), v(90)
DTMENSTON A(90), e1991

].OO READ 10, DIS, AI, H1 ,HZ,T, GE, ER, N2
READ 90, PER, Tl, X(l), Y(1), AL l, AL 2, BN, N, SA
R=AL l /AL Z

C=DIS IAL Z

D=DIS /eU t
It I=I

H= PER / BN
99 JF=0

IG =0
42 J=l
2 F(J)=( I . I ll. +X(J)+D'r.Y(J)),1.'l.T+L. /(I . +Rr.X(J)-C{.Y(J)){<{<T-2. ))k

1193.2,k(1+SA)/ALl
G( J) = ( | . I Q. +X ( J)+D)k Y( J) ){<,F T - L . I (l . +R'rX (J) -C r,'Y (J) )'k",' T)'k

i I 9S. Z'k (I +SA) /(A l,rDIS)
IF (J- Z)t,5t,52

I F(2)=F(1)
G(z)=6111
x(z)=x(I)
Y(21=Y111
J=Z
NI=I

3 P(2)=X(2)
Q(2)=Y(2)
X(21=1 (1 )+H,!H,',r(F( I ) I 3. +F (21 I 6. I
Y(21=y(I )+H,r,s*(G(l ) /2. +C(z\ 16.)
GOTO2
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51 Z =ABSF(x(z)- P(2))+ ABSF(Y(zl -O(z\l
rF (z -ER)6 ,6,4

4 Nl =N1+1
IF (N2-NI)5,5,3

5 PRINT 20, J,X(J), P(J), Y(J), Q(J),X(I), Y(I)
GO TO 36

6 J=3
7 F(J)=F(J- 1)

G(J)=G(J- l)
x(J)=x(J- t)
Y(J)=Y13- 11

Nl=I
8 P(J)=X(J)

Q(J)=Y(J)
X(11=2.,:.X (J- I ) -X (J- 2)+H{<H'r (5.,kF(J- Ll / 6. +(F(J)+F (J- Z)) I LZ . )
Y ( J) = 2 .,:. Y ( J - I ) - Y ( J- 2 )+H'r.11*r ( 5 . r,.G (J - Ll I 6 . + (G ( J)+G ( J- 2 ) ) I t Z . 1

GOTO2
52 z=ABSF(X(J)-P(J))+ ABSF (Y(J)- O(J))

IF (Z -ER)l I, I l, g

9 Nl=NI+l
Ir' (N2-NI)5,5,8

I I J=J+I
M=N+l
BM=BN*1.
IF (M -J)tZ,7 ,7

I2 DO 13 J=I,M
BJ=J
u(J)=F(J)

t3 v(J)=64v1
U(N+21=u11111
U(N+3)=U(N- 1)
V(N+z ) =V (N)
V(N+3)=V(N-I)
AK 1=0.
AKZ=0.
Rl =0.
R2=0.
L=N- I
DO l4 J=\,L, Z

AK I =AK 1 +H,r. (U(J)+4.'kU(J+ I )+U(J+2) ) /3.
AK2=AKZ111'r ([(J)*4.'kV(J+ r )+V(J+2)) /3.
R I =R I 1g:"< (u ( J* 4) - 4.'k U ( J+ 3 )+6 . ,'r U ( J+2 ) - 4.':.U ( J+ I )+U ( J) ) / 90 .

1 4 R2 =RZ+H,r (V ( J+ 4) - 4.,kV (J+3 )+6.,1.V (J*2) - 4.,:.V (J+ I )+V(J)) / 90.
AKI=AK1-R1
AKZ =AKZ - RZ



r24

IF (JF)1. 5, I 5, 16
15 UL=AKl

VM=AKZ
DO 18 J=I,M
A (J) =1111

18 B(J):Y(J)
JF= I
X(t 1=16(I )+H1
GO TO 42

16 rr' (IG)t? ,t7 ,Zl
LT PS=(AKI-UL)/Hl

IF (1000000. -ABSF(PS))37, 37,ZZ
Zz QR=(AKz-VM)/Hi

IF (1000000. -ABSF(QR\)37, 37, 23
23 IG= i

Y(1)=Y(1)+HZ
x(1)=x(1)-H1
GO TO 42

ZL S=(AKL-UL) lHZ
IF (1000000. -ABSF(sl)37, 37, 24

24 W=(AKZ- YM) lHz
IF (r000000. -ABSF(wl)31, 37, 25

25 DEN=PS'FW'-QR,I.S
iF (DEN)26,3t , 26

26 cHX=(vM,kS- uL,kw) /DEN
C HY = (U L,rQR - VM,k PS) /DEN
Z =A BSF(CHX )+DIS*ABSF(CHY )

IF (Z*GE\35,35,27
27 x(l)=x(I)+CHX

Y(1)=Y(1)+CHY-HZ
tr=tr+ I
iF (N2- I )31 , 3L , 28

28 GO TO 99
3I PRXNT 30, I, DEN, X(t), CHX, Y(I), CHY

GO TO 35
,37 PRtrNT 4O,HI,HZ

GO TO 36
35 PRINT 50, (J, A(J), B(J), J=1, M)

PRINT 90, PER
PER=PER+T I
z =DrslkABSF(y(I )) /ALl+ABSF(X(t ))
-tF (Z-.I)35,36,L9

36 PR.INT }10,ALI ,ALZ
GO TO 100



tz5

I0 r'oRMAT (F 9. 6, FB . 6 ,2F6. 5. F4. Z, r.5 " 4. F7 . 6 , 12)
z0 I-oRMAT (13,6r.I0.6)
30 r'oR.MAT (l Z, FZ}. 5, 4F 10. 6)
40 FORMAT (2F5.2)
50 FORMAT (13,2Fl0.6)
B0 r'oRMAT (r'6 .4,I.7. 5, F8. 5, r'8.6,2F6.3, r'5. 1, 13,I.7.4)
90 FORMAT (FI0. 5)

IIO FORMAT (,ZF7.Z)
END




